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This Issue in the Journal
Representative case series from public hospital admissions 1998 II: surgical
adverse events
R Briant, J Morton, R Lay-Yee, P Davis, W Ali

This paper reports a representative series of surgical adverse events in New Zealand
public hospitals that were identified in the Quality in New Zealand Health Care study.
Many were directly related to a surgical operation, affected older patients, and were
less preventable than adverse events overall. Delay in treatment, inadequate
monitoring and supervision, personnel practising outside their expertise, and
inappropriate treatments occurred. On average, adverse events in surgical patients
were associated with an extra 9.9 days in hospital.

Prioritisation of elective surgery in New Zealand: The Reliability Study
C Doughty, A MacCormick, J Roake, J Fraser, P Hider, R Kirk, B Parry, A van Rij,
J-C Theis

This research is part of a wider project investigating the way in which patients are
prioritised for elective surgery in New Zealand. It focuses on describing a study that
presented surgeons with scenarios that they might encounter in real life. The findings
are significant because it is the first attempt within New Zealand to specifically
address the issue of how consistently scoring tools (already in use) are used by
individual surgeons in different specialties for the prioritisation of elective surgery.

Using quality-of-life instruments to measure outcome after laparoscopic
fundoplication
G Bonnet, M I Khan, L Ong

Gastro-oesophageal reflux (heartburn) affects 7% of the general population every day.
Medication is not always effective to relieve symptoms or to prevent progressive
disease. Antireflux surgery has been offered to patients for a long time, and
laparoscopic antireflux surgery has been proven to effectively relieve reflux
symptoms. This study used validated, quality-of-life questionnaires to assess patients’
objective views regarding improvement of reflux symptoms and side-effects after
surgery. The patients’ satisfaction rate of antireflux surgery was 80%, and their
recommendation rate to potential other patients was 93%. The best results were
achieved in the subgroup of males over 50 years of age. The results of this New
Zealand study echo the success of laparoscopic antireflux surgery and patient’s
satisfaction.
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Overseas-trained doctors’ evaluation of a New Zealand course in professional
development
S Hawken

This research evaluated the professional development component of a bridging course
designed to assist overseas-trained doctors gain medical registration in New Zealand.
The overseas-trained doctors responded favourably, reporting overall that the course
was valuable and effective with respect to improving communication skills and
patient-centred consultations. Overall findings suggest that professional development
re-training courses are essential for many overseas-trained doctors and should
continue to be offered.
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The impact of complaints on medical professionalism in
New Zealand
Wayne Cunningham

In this issue of the Journal, Bismark and Paterson explore complainants’ needs for
honesty, compassion, apology, and ‘willingness to learn’ from their doctors.1 They
analysed letters of complaint to the Office of the Health and Disability Commissioner,
drawing attention to points of breakdown in the doctor-patient relationship. The
authors rightly call for a higher standard of patient care. They call for consideration of
aspects of the doctor-patient relationship in which the patient (or family) seeks
understanding and explanation in order to achieve healing, particularly where there
has been an adverse outcome of care.

This article will explore the links between healing and therapeutic relationships, and
will consider some of the characteristics of professionalism, and the relationship
between the medical profession and New Zealand society. It will question whether the
way in which the complaints process impacts on doctors is actually improving the
delivery of medical care, and by implication, whether the public is being protected or
adequately served by the current process.

It is my contention that healing is more than a biochemical or a tissue-based process.
It is related to the restoration of ‘wholeness’ and the alleviation of suffering.2,3

Understanding suffering requires the doctor to understand the many aspects that
contribute to the whole of the person of the patient, beyond those of the obvious
physical, emotional, and spiritual. Different components of the person include their
past, their life experience, their family and other relationships, their cultural
background and viewpoints, and (relevant to thinking about adverse medical events
and outcomes) their perceived future.

Cassel reminds us that ‘intense unhappiness results in a loss of the future - the future
of the individual person, of children, and of other loved ones.’2 To provide an
opportunity for healing, the doctor must engage with the person of the patient in order
to identify their points of suffering.

All healing though, happens in the context of a relationship. Relationships include the
doctor-patient relationship, the relationships between spouses, between family
members, between a person and God, and so on. The key point is that relationships
have two sides to them and (for the doctor and their patient) that relationship is a
reciprocal one.

Like patients, doctors are also people and they bring their own values and beliefs into
every doctor-patient encounter. This includes those particular professional values that
are essential for high quality care, and if they are not brought into each encounter, the
doctor risks being ‘unprofessional.’ How then, should professionalism be considered?

The notions of profession and professionalism can be looked at from two viewpoints.
In the first, the health professional is expected to ‘embody the intellectual property
associated with that profession’.4 That is, the doctor should conform to the technical
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and ethical standards of the profession and exhibit (indeed ‘profess’) that knowledge
and technical expertise in every doctor-patient interaction. Furthermore, that
knowledge and skill should be used altruistically for the benefit of society.5–7 A
second way of looking at professionalism is to explore the values and behaviours held
by that doctor which can be ‘uniquely defined according to moral relationships.’8

That is, values and behaviours that include trustworthiness, commitment, non
exploitation, and not abandoning patients.

Professionalism is also about the protection of vulnerable persons and vulnerable
social values,8 and collectively these values contribute to the ‘internal morality’ of
medicine.9 So, to be professional, a doctor must not only practice to the required
standard of the profession, but the doctor and the profession must embody those moral
values needed to care for both individual patients and meet society’s needs.

The medical profession then is defined by its work, its values, and by its interaction
with society. Looked at in this way, the medical profession is in a relationship with
society that may be analogous to the doctor-patient relationship. If the profession-
society relationship is not functional, or if the work or values of individual doctors are
damaged in the course of that relationship, there is a danger of unprofessional
behaviour emerging.

Bismark and Patersons’ paper draws attention to unprofessional behaviour by doctors
illustrated by lack of caring, lack of commitment, and abandonment. Such behaviour
is clearly unacceptable, but if the impact on doctors of the complaints system itself is
to diminish doctors’ professional values and behaviours, then should that system
continue to be accepted, or called to account?

There is ample evidence from New Zealand research that receiving a medical
complaint often (although not always) impacts negatively on the person of the doctor,
the doctor-patient relationship, and on doctors’ ability to practice medicine.10,11

For some doctors, the impact of receiving a complaint is devastating at a personal
level; some leave practice, some doctors may commit suicide, and as yet, there is little
evidence of a positive outcome of a complaint in the way that doctors practice or
engage in further medical education.

What is particularly worrying (from the point of view of medical professionalism) is
the erosion (on receipt of a complaint) of professional values that include reduced
trust of, and goodwill towards patients, which are so important in the therapeutic
doctor-patient relationship. In my opinion, such an outcome from a complaints
process, considered in terms of the impact on the values and behaviours of
complained about doctors, could be considered unprofessional.

How might this be improved? New Zealand doctors certainly believe that there should
be a complaints process, they have defined the characteristics of an acceptable
complaints process, and have made suggestions for change.12 Systemic change is a
sociopolitical issue, and is happening with effort from the Health and Disability
Commissioner and recent changes to the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC)
Medical Misadventure legislation—and inevitably takes time.

What could be created from within the profession itself, however, is a coordinated
rapid response to provide the intellectual and emotional support that is needed by
doctors on receiving a complaint.
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Intellectual support should come rapidly from respected and trusted colleagues
practicing in the same field who can assist that doctor in assessing their practice as it
relates to the complaint. Emotional support must be provided in both the immediate
post-complaint period and in the long-term. It should be provided by skilled and
trained counsellors with whom the doctor can form an appropriate therapeutic
relationship, as it is very unlikely that the expertise for such support is to be found
within that doctor’s peer group.

It is, I believe, the lack of appropriate intellectual and emotional support that
contributes to doctors’ professional values being eroded on receipt of a complaint, and
to the emergence of defensive medical practice.

The responsibility for addressing these issues lies with both the Medical Council of
New Zealand and with the professional colleges, taking a coordinated and collegial
approach. Indeed, these are the organisations that must consider the impact of the
complaints process on both their colleagues and on the medical profession, and ensure
that the ultimate impact of medical complaints is the enhancement of patient care.

Author information: Wayne Cunningham, Senior Lecturer, Department of General
Practice, Dunedin School of Medicine, University of Otago, PO Box 913, Dunedin

Correspondence: Dr Wayne Cunningham, Department of General Practice, Dunedin
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Representative case series from public hospital admissions
1998 II: surgical adverse events
Robin Briant, John Morton, Roy Lay-Yee, Peter Davis, Wasan Ali

Abstract
Aims. To examine a representative case series of surgical adverse events in New
Zealand public hospitals with a view to assessing their occurrence, causation, patient
impact and preventability.

Methods. An analysis was carried out on 326 surgical adverse events classified by
reviewing physicians. These were identified from among 850 adverse events
determined by two-stage retrospective review of a representative sample of 6579
medical records drawn from 13 public hospitals in 1998.

Results. From the four surgical categories—operative, fracture management,
therapeutic, and system—there were 326 surgical adverse events, 38.4% of all adverse
events identified. Surgical events had the same profile as adverse events overall. Four-
fifths of surgical events were directly related to a surgical operation; these affected
older patients and were less preventable than adverse events overall. A third of
operative events were attributable to technical problems, another third to infections,
with the remainder divided between haemorrhagic and cardiovascular complications.

Therapeutic and system events had high preventability, and a significant proportion
was related to delay in treatment. Half of events in fracture management were
infection-related, patients were younger and, system events apart, had fewer extra bed
days than other surgical events or events overall. The major causes of preventable
events were avoidable delay in treatment (19.9%) and inadequate monitoring and
supervision (13.6%), followed by personnel practising outside their expertise (8.0%)
and inappropriate treatment (7.4%).

Conclusions. On average, surgical events are associated with an extra 9.9 days in
hospital, but they have a lower level of preventability than adverse events overall.
Problems of infection, delay, and other aspects of the quality of care are identified for
further consideration.

Adverse events in surgical practice in hospitals are common, are costly, and are a
considerable burden. In a review of adverse events occurring in Colorado and Utah
hospitals, 60% of such incidents (and more than 12% of hospital deaths) were
associated with surgical care.1

The impact of these events on patients was high, with nearly one in seven resulting in
permanent disability or death. A comparable study of adverse events in hospitals in
South Australia and New South Wales had similar findings, with 51% of such
incidents associated with surgical care, and one in six resulting in permanent
disability or death.2 Both studies also demonstrated that half or more of adverse
events related to surgical care were preventable.
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The figures for New Zealand are comparable. The recently completed New Zealand
Quality of Healthcare Study (NZQHS) examined 6579 medical records using two-
stage retrospective review applied to a nationally representative sample of hospital
admissions for the calendar year 1998.

Firstly, a random sample of 13 was selected from all 20 public hospitals providing
acute care and with over 100 beds (after the exclusion of specialist institutions). Then,
secondly, a random sample of admissions (for review) was drawn by systematic list
selection from each of the 13 hospitals.

According to the results of that survey, the largest group of adverse events (57.5%)
were those related to surgery (including anaesthesiology and obstetrics), with one in
eight resulting in permanent disability or death, and nearly a third being highly
preventable.3

The purpose of this paper is to analyse (in greater depth) that sample of adverse
events related to surgery amongst patients admitted to New Zealand public hospitals
in 1998. The model to be followed is that of an earlier paper (by the same authors) on
drug and related therapeutic adverse events.4 While (as in the previous paper) the
sample is too small for statistical treatment and epidemiological analysis, it is at least
representative and provides an opportunity for in-depth clinical insight. Beyond an
account of the occurrence of such events, more specific analyses will be provided on
the aetiology, impact, and preventability of these events, taking them as being
representative of the surgical experience in New Zealand public hospitals.

Methods
The method of data collection used in the NZQHS, as reported elsewhere,3 was based on that used in
the Harvard Medical Practice Study (HMPS)5,6 and the Quality of Australian Health Care Study.7 It
involved structured implicit review (that is, the guided exercise of professional judgement) undertaken
by specially trained and experienced medical reviewers, of randomly selected hospital records, seeking
evidence of potential harm to patients attributable to healthcare management. The study instrument
Review Form 2 (RF2) contained evaluative questions that were considered before final determinations
were made.3

An adverse event (AE) was operationally defined as:

• An unintended injury;

• Resulting in disability; and

• Caused by healthcare management rather than the underlying disease process.
Patient impact was measured by disability defined either as temporary (if it lasted up to a year) or
permanent (more than 1 year) impairment of function, or death. Attributable (or added) bed days refer
to those extra days associated with an AE that were spent in the study hospital during one or more
admissions.
Preventability was assessed as an error in healthcare management due to failure to follow accepted
practice at an individual or system level.
Judgements on the degree to which an individual bad outcome was caused by healthcare management,
or an individual AE was preventable, were also made. The medical reviewer scored causation and
preventability on a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 represents no evidence of causation or preventability, 6
represents virtually certain evidence, and 3 and 4 are on either side of a 50:50 likelihood.3

AEs were classified by study reviewers into broad specialties and a number of clinical areas, including
‘operative’, ‘system’, ‘drug’, ‘therapy’, ‘diagnosis’, ‘procedure’, and ‘other’. AEs attributed to surgical
activities (except those associated with anaesthesia, obstetrics and neonatal care) are further analysed
here, using the data provided by the medical reviewer applying the study instrument RF2. Each AE was
identified from patient records and then detailed in the clinical summary portion of the RF2.
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Figure 1. Examples of surgical adverse events (AEs)

Technical/haemorrhage:
A patient with myelofibrosis and a huge spleen underwent splenectomy. She was hypotensive in the
first few hours after surgery and was returned to operating theatre where a tear in the liver was found
and repaired. Subsequently there was acute renal failure, adult respiratory distress syndrome and
sepsis requiring prolonged ICU stay and 24 extra hospital days.
Sequence of adverse outcomes beginning with technical problem.
Preventability: moderate.

Postoperative infection:
A 10 year-old presented with 1 day of abdominal pain without fever or leucocytosis. He underwent
laparascopic appendicectomy, a normal retro-caecal appendix was removed. Three days later he had
severe abdominal pain and laparoscopy revealed peritonitis which was treated with antibiotic. Further
abdominal pain and sub-acute bowel obstruction occurred at 6 months and laparoscopy showed
multiple adhesions.
Wrong diagnosis of appendicitis led to laparoscopy-induced peritonitis and adhesions.
Preventability: moderate-high.

Inadequate preoperative preparation/system failure:
An elderly patient who had suffered at least 4 serious episodes of acute coronary syndromes requiring
hospital admission over the preceding 11 years, was considered to be “stable” before he underwent
laparoscopic cholecystectomy. His cardiac medications were continued through surgery. Immediately
after the operation he developed atrial fibrillation and was found to have had another myocardial
infarction. He recovered after a stay in ICU and an extra 7 hospital days. It was found that he had had
a Stress Test in preparation for the operation, it was strongly positive, but the result was not in the
notes and had not been sought by the admitting doctor.
Patient unsuitable for surgery, relevant information not filed and not utilised in decision making.
Preventability: high.

Delay:
A young adult, with a past history of quinsy requiring drainage was on the waiting list for
tonsillectomy. The index admission was acute severe tonsillitis that needed IV antibiotic and fluids
and several days in hospital to settle. In all there were 7 hospital admissions with tonsillitis before
tonsillectomy was done.
Long delay for elective surgery.
Preventability: high.

Fracture management:
A 13-year-old girl sustained a distal fracture of radius and ulna in a fall from her horse. This was
manipulated under anaesthetic to a satisfactory position, but at check 1 week later the bone ends had
slipped and she proceeded to open reduction and internal fixation of the fracture.
Appropriate initial attempt at closed reduction of fracture.
Non-preventable.

The majority of the surgical AEs were ‘operative’ (that is, events directly related to an operation or
occurring in the 30-day postoperative period). These events largely fell into four broad groups:
technical problems, infections, bleeding, and cardiovascular complications. Three other areas of
clinical application were fracture management, therapeutic (correct diagnosis but inappropriate or
delayed treatment), and system-related (equipment or supplies, reporting or communication, training or
supervision of personnel, delay, staffing, service functioning, protocol, or other). Clinical examples are
shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of adverse events (AEs): patient age, added bed days, level of causation and preventability, and patient impact

Surgical AEs All AEsVariable
Operative Fracture

management
Therapeutic System All Surgical AEs*

Number

Mean age of patient (years)

Mean added bed days

% High causation†

% High preventability†

258

55.1

10.7

91.5

15.9

35

42.7

3.9

88.6

42.9

17

42.9

14.5

94.1

88.2

16

52.5

3.6

75.0

62.5

326

53

9.9

90.5

24.9

850

51.5

9.3

89.2

37.1
Patient impact (%)
Disability < 1 month
Disability 1–12 months
Permanent disability
Death
Unable to determine from medical
record
Total

58.5
24.0
11.6
4.3
1.6

100%

45.7
25.7
17.2

0
11.4

100%

58.8
29.4
5.9
5.9
0

100%

75.0
18.8

0
6.2
0

100%

58.0
24.2
11.4
4.0
2.4

100%

61.6
19.1
10.1
4.5
4.7

100%
*Surgical AEs group include operative, fracture management, therapeutic and system AEs. Surgical AEs are a sub-group of all AEs. †Likelihood greater than 50:50; i.e. "more often than not".
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Results
Basic information on surgical AEs is presented in Table 1. Of the total 850 events
identified in the study, 326 (38.4%) were classified as surgical, 80% of these being
operative. Surgical events (as a category) differed little from AEs as a whole when
judged on patient age, mean added bed days, patient impact, causation score, or
preventability—although fewer were judged to be highly preventable. However, there
were variations between clinical areas.

Thus, fracture management and therapeutic categories affected younger patients,
fracture management and system added fewer days in hospital (and correspondingly
had less impact on patients), and therapeutic and system were more (and operative
much less) highly preventable. However, the numbers of cases in these three
categories were small and estimates may not have been as reliable as for operative
events, which—preventability apart—followed the pattern of events overall more
closely.

Operative AEs were divided among four categories—technical problems, infections,
bleeding, and cardiovascular complications. These are outlined in Table 2. Technical
issues were the highest area of concern, accounting for more than a third of operative
AEs (96, 37.5%).

The commonest technical problems were persistence of the initial problem (21,
8.2%); persistent or recurrent bowel dysfunction and abdominal pain (17, 6.6%);
damage to organs (10, 3.9%); or persistent anastomotic leaks (9, 3.5%). Infections
were the second highest, accounting for slightly more than a third of operative events
(88, 34.4%).

Of these, 47 (18.2%) were surgical site infections, of which 34 occurred in clean
wounds. There were 16 postoperative chest infections. The 25 other infections were
made up of 8 infections in prostheses (4 in hip prostheses, 2 in ventriculo-peritoneal
shunts, and 2 other); 6 vaginal and urinary tract infections after gynaecological
surgery; 2 cases of Clostridium difficile diarrhoea; and 9 individual infective
complications.

Significant bleeding was a complication in 34 cases (13.3%), of which 7 were serious
(2 related to laparoscopic cholecystectomy, 2 related to joint replacement, and 3
others). Twelve of the bleeds were from ENT surgery—10 tonsillectomies and 2 nose
procedures. There were 15 haemorrhages from a range of other operations.

Cardiovascular complications were a particular feature of operations and were noted
in 38 instances. Of these, 13 patients suffered perioperative myocardial infarction, of
whom 3 died. The average age of these 13 patients was 73.9 years, and they had a
mean of 9 added days in hospital. The myocardial infarctions occurred in 8 elective
operations; of the acute operations, 2 were fracture fixations.

Nine patients developed heart failure postoperatively, again mostly after elective
surgery. Poor fluid management was the feature of this group. There were 6
cerebrovascular events, 2 related to carotid surgery, and 1 to CABG. There were 10
instances of deep venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolism (1 a septic embolus
from an infected venous line), 5 related to hip and knee replacement, and 3 to
abdominal and pelvic surgery.
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Table 2. Distribution of operative adverse events among main categories

Categories N %
Technical issues
Persistence of original problem
Postoperative bowel obstruction, ileus, abdominal pain
Damage to organs
Persistent anastomotic leak
Wound breakdown/hernia
THJR recurrent dislocation
Damage to limb
Bladder obstruction/clots
Miscellaneous

Sub-total

21
17
10
9
7
6
5
5

16
96

8.2
6.6
3.9
3.5
2.7
2.3
2.0
2.0
6.3

37.5
Infections
Surgical site infection:

- Clean surgery
- Contaminated surgery
- Uncertain

Pneumonia/chest infection
Other non-wound infection

Sub-total

47
34

6
7

16
25
88

18.3

6.2
9.8

34.4
Haemorrhage
Serious bleed:

- Laparoscopic cholecystectomy
- Joint replacement
- Various

ENT operation:
- Tonsils
- Nose

Other bleeds
Sub-total

7
2
2
3

12
10

2
15
34

2.7

4.7

5.8
13.3

Cardiovascular complications
Myocardial infarction
Pulmonary embolism/DVT
Heart failure
CVA

Subtotal

13
10
9
6

38

5.0
3.9
3.5
2.3

14.8
Total 256* 100

*2 cases had missing data; CVA=cerebrovascular accident; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; ENT=ear-nose-throat;
THJR= total hip joint replacement.

It was not always clear from the clinical summary if thromboprophylaxis was given
appropriately, but low preventability scores for this subgroup (mean 2.0) suggests that
few management deficiencies were identified.

The surgical therapeutic and system AEs were largely made up of administrative
delays in the provision of surgery in both elective and acute situations, rather than
delays caused by late diagnosis (Table 3). In 27 cases, there were delays on the
waiting list for elective procedures that led to recurrence of the patient’s problem and
readmission. Nine patients awaiting cholecystectomy had recurrent biliary colic
requiring readmission, and 5 patients awaiting vascular surgery (4 CABG and 1
AAA) had further vascular events while on the waiting list. The other 9 patients had a
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variety of problems that flared and required readmission, including two patients with
incarcerated hernias and 2 with severe recurrent tonsillitis.

Table 3. Two areas of focus: therapeutic and system adverse events (AEs)
associated with delays in surgery; fracture management AEs

Therapeutic and system AEs—delays in surgery
Type of surgery N %
Elective surgery delay
Recurrence of patient problem and readmission:

- Biliary colic
- Vascular
- Hernia
- Tonsillitis
- Other

27
9
5
2
2
9

87.1

Acute surgery delay
Prolonged hospital stay and disability:

- Spinal compression
- Other

4
1
3

12.9

Total 31 100%
Fracture management AEs

Type N %
Loss of position, requiring further attention
Non-union
Perioperative infections:

-Bone or wires
-Pneumonia
-Pressure sores
-Skin

Other

14
4
8

3
2
2
1

8

41.2
11.8
23.5

Total 34 100%

There were 5 patients admitted for elective procedures, but who were discharged
without operation when operating time ran out and were later readmitted for surgery.
There were 4 patients whose acute surgery was delayed, prolonging their hospital
stay. One of them, a patient with spinal compression had a 12-hour delay for surgery,
which may have contributed to permanent disability.

Fracture management AEs are presented in the lower panel of Table 3. Of these 34
cases, 14 involved problems with maintaining the position of reduced fractures, and
required re-manipulation or internal fixation; most of them (10) involving the upper
limb.

There were 4 instances of non-union, 8 instances of perioperative infections (3
infections of bone or wires, 2 pneumonia, 2 pressure sores, and 1 skin). The remainder
were problems with metalware, delayed service, or ‘sundry other’. This group of
patients was younger (42.7 years) than the overall AE group, and had a shorter stay in
hospital (3.9 additional days). They had the highest rate of permanent disability of any
group (17.1%), however, although it was difficult to separate the disability caused by
the initial fracture from that caused by the AE.

Where preventability of any degree was identified, the reviewer was required to
indicate what steps might have been taken to secure prevention of an event (see Table
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4). In 176 surgical AEs (60%), the reasons for failure to prevent were: avoidable delay
in treatment (35, 19.9%); inadequate monitoring or supervision (24, 13.6%); doctor or
other health professional practising outside his/her expertise (14, 8%); inappropriate
treatment (13, 7.4%); and failure to take precautions to prevent an accidental injury
(10, 5.7%).

Table 4. Distribution of preventable surgical adverse events (AEs) by reason for
failure to prevent

Reasons for failure to prevent surgical AEs (where preventability is present) N %
Avoidable delay in treatment
Inadequate monitoring/supervision
Doctor/other practising outside expertise
Inappropriate treatment
Failure to prevent accidental injury
Patient inadequately prepared
Failure to take adequate history/do examination
Failure to act on result of tests
Other

35
24
14
13
10
8
7
7

58

19.9
13.6
8.0
7.4
5.7
4.5
4.0
4.0

32.9
Total 176 100

There were 11 deaths in the surgical group, 7 related to operation; they will be
reported in another paper.

Discussion
Key findings—Over half of all adverse events identified in a representative survey of
admissions to New Zealand public hospitals were associated with surgery. This
proportion is very similar to that recorded in comparable US and Australian studies.1,2

For our analysis, we excluded the anaesthetic, obstetric, and neonatal clinical areas,
thereby reducing this proportion to 38%, with four-fifths of these being operative.

The case profile of operative events was very similar to that of AEs taken as a whole,
except that average age was higher (55.1 vs 51.5 years) and the proportion of highly
preventable events was much lower (15.9% vs 37.1%) (Table 1). Nearly 90% of
surgical therapeutic adverse events were highly preventable, as were nearly two-thirds
of system incidents, in large part reflecting the influence of delays and other
organisational issues.

Patients suffering fracture management AEs were (on average) the youngest among
all the groups, and this led to the lower average age for the surgical group compared
to the operative alone group. The average age is higher than the 38.9 years in the
Colorado and Utah study,1 but this could be explained by their inclusion of obstetrics
within the surgery-related AEs.

The Australian study showed an increase in AE rates with age, and older people had a
higher degree of disability or death, and more added bed days.2 Also, bed days that
were attributable to AEs were higher among surgical AEs than all AEs, and there
were 7.1 added bed days compared with our study’s 9.9 days; this also could be
explained by their inclusion of the obstetric group.
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Within the operative clinical area, about a third of AEs were due to technical issues,
another third were infections, and 28% were made up of haemorrhagic or
cardiovascular complications (Table 2), a distribution similar to that recorded in the
Colorado/Utah and Australian studies.1,2

Technical problems are a diverse group and it is not possible from this study to
comment upon technical skill. However, surgical competence comprises more than
technical competence: it entails a combination of sound decision-making before,
during and after operation; high performance of all the team members; plus the
technical skill of the surgeon. Whilst there were isolated examples of what appears to
be incompetent operative practice, the areas of decision-making and care seem to
provide the best prospects for improvement.

An ‘appropriate’ operation has been defined as one that can be expected to provide a
benefit (e.g. increased life expectancy, relief of pain, reduction in anxiety, improved
functional capacity) that exceeds the expected negative consequences (e.g. mortality,
morbidity, anxiety, or pain related to the procedure; time lost from work).

Unless the benefits of a procedure can reasonably be expected to outweigh the
adverse effects by a suitable margin, then the procedure is not indicated.8–10 The 21
patients where the original problem persisted after surgery may represent
inappropriate choice of surgery in the first instance.

There were 13 instances where the reviewer judged the surgical treatment to be
inappropriate,11 and another 14 where a health professional was working outside their
area of competence. In surgical practice, the consequence of working outside one’s
expertise may be more obvious than for a non-procedural specialist. The 14 cases
noted here may reflect junior staff assuming (or being given) difficult tasks, being
unsupervised, and being in out-of-hours situations.12

Some problems may have been related to low case-loads in smaller centres. A
considerable number of the problems were anastomotic leaks and other complications
after colon surgery. Evidence shows that better outcomes and lower complication
rates occur where a surgeon or procedurist handles large numbers of cases.13,14 The
attempt to reach this state of affairs is an important reason behind the closure of small
units, concentrating expertise in a few locations.

This study, like that in the US,1 shows infection to be a very important cause of
operative complications; one concerning figure is the number of surgical site
infections in apparently clean surgical fields (34 of 47 surgical site infections). There
is much still to be learnt about optimal decontamination of surgical fields15 and
optimal use of prophylactic antibiotics. 16 But there is plenty of opportunity for the
implementation of infection control procedures already known to be effective.17,18

Inadequate assessment before and inadequate monitoring/supervision after surgery
were noted as the basis of 24 AEs. Eight patients were inadequately prepared for
surgery, resulting in myocardial infarction or heart failure in the perioperative period.

Much is now understood about the hazards of general anaesthesia and surgery for
high-risk patients, and the benefit-risk ratio must be carefully considered.19

Furthermore, pharmacologic prophylaxis may be needed when major non-cardiac
surgery is undertaken,20–22 and, in the symptomatic patient, CABG or coronary
angioplasty may need to be performed first.
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In perioperative situations, careful nursing observations and early intervention in fluid
balance, drug administration, and pain control are vital to the outcome, especially in
frail patients and those in high-risk categories. Indeed, inadequate response to
deterioration in vital signs was evident in a number of the postoperative AEs.

The biggest group of fracture management problems occurred where the first attempt
at fracture reduction produced an unstable result, and then internal fixation often
became necessary. In many instances, the initial attempt at reduction was well
justified, and only in hindsight was shown to be unsatisfactory. There were some
infections in this group, but only three involved bone and metalware, and most were
relatively minor.

Delays in the provision of surgery, particularly delays for elective operations, were
associated with surgical therapeutic and system AEs. Recurrence of patient problems
and readmission were mainly due to delays in the waiting list for elective surgery.
Several patients were ready (starved and pre-medicated) for operation when they were
discharged from hospital because the operating time had run out. In this study, there
were relatively few acute patients whose surgery was significantly delayed, and few
where diagnostic delay caused an adverse outcome.

Strengths and limitations—The strength of this study is its nationally representative
sample of New Zealand hospitalised patients and its internationally-based
methodology. The consistency of certain findings with those of the Australian and
American studies also add to its strength.

The documentation in sampled medical records was sufficiently detailed and
comprehensive to permit full completion of the study instrument.3

The moderate reliability of judgment between reviewers is one of the important
concerns about the method of retrospective record review for identifying AEs; this is
discussed in an earlier publication.4

Also, with the increase of ambulatory surgery, a group of surgical AEs might have
been missed—or patients might have received care at a sampled hospital but then
been admitted to a non-sampled hospital when a complication occurred.1

The small sample of surgical AEs described in this paper is insufficient for statistical
analysis; therefore, further research with increased numbers is required.

Interpretation and implications—The study shows that age might be a risk factor
for surgical AEs, and that surgical AEs (compared with AEs overall) were slightly
more likely to be associated with permanent disability and with more added bed days.
Infection, haemorrhage, and cardiovascular events were prominent among the serious
outcomes.

The most common failure of prevention was an avoidable delay in treatment, with
illness recurring during a lengthy period on a waiting list. Inappropriate surgical
management was noted in several cases. Solutions to funding concerns include a
proper level of fund allocation, careful use of resource, and avoidance of waste in
inappropriate high-cost interventions.

Although more than half of AEs related to surgery were preventable, generally low
preventability scores suggest that we have much to learn in the prevention of
infectious, haemorrhagic, and cardiovascular complications of surgery. However,
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some problems arose where strategies known to be beneficial were not implemented.
In the management of complicated postoperative situations, the problem was often an
inadequate response to deterioration in vital signs; these are areas where efforts for
improvement could certainly be made.

Conclusion
AEs related to surgery are quite frequent and some are preventable; better
understanding of the nature of these events and implementing of known prevention
strategies may reduce the occurrence of these events and so reduce the impact on
patients and the health system.
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Prioritisation of elective surgery in New Zealand: The
Reliability Study
Carolyn Doughty, Andrew MacCormick, Justin Roake, John Fraser, Phil Hider,
Ray Kirk, Bryan Parry, Andre van Rij, Jean-Claude Theis

Abstract
Aims. This paper describes the rationale and methodology of a study assessing the
reliability of tools for clinical prioritisation (Clinical Priority Assessment Criteria
[CPAC]) of patients for elective surgery in New Zealand.

Methods. Surgeons from three specialties (general, vascular, and orthopaedic
surgery) completed a computerised evaluation rating clinical vignettes across a range
of diagnoses using several priority tools. The study design is described and an outline
of the individual tool development and definitions is given.

Results. Of the 124 surgeons that participated in this study, 48% (60) were general
surgeons, 21% (26) were vascular surgeons and 31% (38) were orthopaedic surgeons.
The response rates in the first phase of data collection were 67%, 79%, and 63% for
general, vascular, and orthopaedic surgery respectively. Completion rates were high
with 100%, 93%, and 98% of the same groupings of surgeons completing the first
round evaluations. A further 77% to 89% of the participants from the first round also
completed the re-test evaluation.

Conclusion. This study indicates that assessment of the reliability of CPAC tools
currently in use in New Zealand is feasible using a vignette-based approach. In the
future, study designs that allow for some face-to-face contact may be preferable for
achieving optimal response and completion rates among surgeons. Further work from
this study will focus on the individual results for each specialty and examining
whether altering ethnicity status in vignettes had any effect on scoring behaviour.

The New Zealand Priority Access Project was developed in the 1990s by the funders
of health care to provide criteria to prioritise patients for elective surgery.1 In
conjunction with a system of booking specific times for surgery, the project was
designed to provide more consistency and transparency to the access for elective
surgery across the country.2

Clinical Priority Assessment Criteria (CPAC) for several procedures were developed
that included clinical and social parameters aimed at estimating a patient’s ability to
benefit from a procedure.1

Procedure-specific CPAC tools were initially established in three clinical disciplines
amidst considerable international interest and some local controversy.1,3 Although the
tools were developed to improve the judgement of clinicians, research findings
indicated they had some limitations. Coronary artery bypass grafting CPAC scores for
example did not predict cardiac events among patients on a waiting list for bypass
grafting better than clinical judgement alone.4
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Widespread introduction of CPAC throughout New Zealand was problematic. In the
public sector, universal use of CPAC tools was made compulsory in order to receive
funding for surgery. To clear the backlog of people waiting for care and to facilitate
the introduction of the system, additional funding was provided over several years.

Funding was intended to be available only where clinical priority assessment criteria
and booking systems were in place, including audits of waiting lists being completed
and financially sustainable thresholds established to determine access.5 As there were
few nationally agreed tools, local versions were developed and (in the process) the
procedure-specific focus was generalised to encompass entire specialties. This was
the origin of the Generic Surgical Priority Criteria (GSPC) tool used in general and
vascular surgery.

The tools were often applied as protocols rather than decision support tools,6 and
many were introduced without any formal assessment of their reliability. Those few
that were compared, were associated with relatively low levels of inter-rater
reliability.7–9

In recognition of the deficiencies of many of the generic point scoring prioritisation
tools introduced in 1998, the National Waiting Times Project (NWTP) initiated
development of further CPAC tools with a specialty-wide (rather than condition- or
procedure-specific) focus. This was done by specialty groupings of interested
surgeons and general practitioners.

The approaches to the task were varied, but tools collectively known as ‘Integrated
Scoring Systems’ (ISS) have emerged as leading contenders for specialty-wide
prioritisation.10 The principle behind ISS is that a panel of specialists develop a table
indicating the range of scores-specific conditions treated within that specialty may
attract. This, in effect, gives some ranking to those conditions but with wide overlaps
and is undertaken as a transparent process. As the score ranges are not concerned with
individuals the specialists are not confronted with a conflict of interest.

When assessing individuals specialists are then required to grade priority on a
numerical (Likert) or visual analogue scale. Priority assigned is condition-specific; for
example, maximum priority would represent the severest presentation of that
condition together with high capacity to benefit. The grade is assigned utilising the
specialist’s clinical judgement without the need to assign scores to specific domains.
By combining the specialist assigned grade and the tabulated range of possible scores
a specialty-wide priority scoring system is developed.

There has also been interest in the reliability of global clinical judgement, without the
constraints of tabulated ranking of conditions, as a prioritisation tool.11 Under this
system, priority would simply be assigned by using a visual analogue scale (VAS),
but further research on how surgeons intuitively prioritise is still needed.

The CPAC Evaluation Consortium was commissioned to broadly evaluate the
introduction of CPAC tools into New Zealand. The study rationale and methodology
described here was designed to evaluate the reliability of CPAC tools in general use
as well as tools proposed by the specialty groups of the NWTP. The study aimed to
determine the reliability of the CPAC tools for inter-surgeon and intra-surgeon
scoring of patients. The method employed clinical vignettes, as a surrogate for real
patients, which were scored by surgeons from three specialties (general surgery,
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vascular surgery, and orthopaedic surgery) using three separate priority tools within
each specialty.

By using vignettes, the responses of surgeons to a series of uniform and clinically
relevant scenarios were gathered. Under similar circumstances, vignettes have been
demonstrated to reliably represent the decisions made by clinicians with simulated
patients presenting with the same problem.12

Methods
Selection of specialties and surgeons—The three specialties selected for study presented spectra of
conditions and circumstances such that the CPAC tools could be evaluated under a wide variety of
circumstances. Three parallel (but not identical) studies involving each speciality were conducted
across the country.
Vascular surgery was included because it encompassed a small number of distinctive clinical strands
(e.g. chronic venous insufficiency) with problems ranging from life or limb threatening to relatively
minor. Furthermore, the number of vascular surgeons nationally was sufficiently small that the study
could be designed to include the whole population who could be engaged through a strong national
society to which all practising vascular surgeons belong.
Orthopaedic surgery was included because of its focus on a large number of high-volume and high-cost
procedures that mainly sought to enhance quality of life. Surgeon numbers were such that only a
random sample could be included (see surgeon selection below).
General surgery was included as possibly the most difficult case for prioritisation having a large
number of heterogeneous conditions and procedures; however, a history of research into priority
systems in general surgery7,8 made it a potentially informative specialty for inclusion. As with
orthopaedics, surgeon numbers were such that only a random sample could be included.
Eligible subjects for the three studies were all surgeons in each specialty that were practising at least
part time in the public health system. General surgeons were those listed on the Medical Council of
New Zealand’s General Surgery Vocational Register, vascular surgeons were those listed on the
register of the New Zealand Society of Vascular Surgeons, and orthopaedic surgeons were those listed
on the New Zealand Orthopaedic Association Register.
Surgeons who practised full time in the private system (some general and orthopaedic surgeons but no
vascular surgeons) were excluded, as they were unlikely to be familiar with the need for prioritisation
of patients for surgery. Surgeons from each specialty who developed the patient vignettes were also
excluded. Eligible surgeons were contacted by letter and telephone to determine their willingness to
participate in the study. General surgeon and orthopaedic surgeon participants for the study were then
selected from the eligible surgeons who had indicated their willingness to participate. In vascular
surgery, all eligible surgeons willing to participate were included.
Development of vignettes and selection of clinical diagnoses—The three studies were undertaken using
electronically administered patient vignettes. Vignette presentation was standardised across specialties
and included the patient’s diagnosis, age, gender, ethnicity, comorbidity, clinical history, and clinical
examination as well as relevant investigation results.
For general surgery, 32 vignettes that covered four common generic surgical diagnoses; hernia (8),
cholelithiasis (8), haemorrhoids (8), and right-sided colon cancer (8) were developed. The vignettes
were constructed on a fractional factorial design13 and included cues on each of seven criteria that
surgeons had previously indicated they used in prioritising patients for elective general surgery. The
vignettes were piloted with six surgeons purposely selected because they represented a range of ages
and locations.11

For vascular surgery, 60 vignettes covering three diagnoses (varicose veins [20], carotid artery stenosis
[20], and intermittent claudication [20]) were constructed to cover the possible spectrum of severity for
those conditions.
For orthopaedic surgery, 50 vignettes were developed. They included two specific patient complaints,
carpal tunnel syndrome, and painful knee, each with 15 vignettes and a group of 20 vignettes covering
a range of diagnoses including painful hip, disc prolapse, painful shoulder, trigger finger, torn
meniscus, tennis elbow, and Dupuytrens contracture.
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Selection of CPAC tools for evaluation—In each specialty, three priority tools (each utilising a
different approach to prioritisation) were used to assign priority to each vignette.
The three approaches are summarised as:

• Global assignment of priority based upon clinical opinion (i.e. VAS tools in each specialty)
included on the basis of prior research,8

• Point-scoring systems (i.e. GSPC in general and vascular surgery and the Generic Orthopaedic
Access Criteria tool) included as examples of the tools in use at the time, and

• Three specialty-specific integrated scoring systems (ISS) as products of the NWTP. The details of
the tools used in each specialty are described below and the complete range of tools is summarised
in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the specific dimensions of the CPAC tools evaluated for
each specialty

Scoring of Priority1

Tool General Surgery Vascular Surgery Orthopaedic Surgery

GSPC2/

GOAC3

Severity
Suffering
Disability
Clinical Cost of Delay

Ability to Benefit
Degree of Improvement4

Likelihood of Improvement

Severity
Suffering
Disability
Clinical Cost of Delay

Ability to Benefit
Degree of Improvement4

Likelihood of Improvement

Natural History

Pain

Personal Functional Limitation

Social Limitation

Potential to Benefit

VAS Diagnosis

Psychological Impact

Treatment

Symptoms

Patient Characteristics

Future Complications

Impact on Life

Global Assessment (0 to 100)

Suffering

Disability

Clinical Cost of Delay

Global Priority (1 to 100)

Suffering

Disability

Clinical Cost of Delay

Global Priority (1 to 100)

ISS Lowest to Highest (1 to 9) Lowest to Highest (1 to 5) Lowest to Highest (1 to 5)

1 All formulae produce a score between 1 and 100; 2 For the GSPC the score is the product of factors severity and
ability to benefit. These are defined as the sum of their components; 3 For the Generic Orthopaedic Access Tool the
score is the sum of the factor;4 Anticipated improvement; CPAC=Clinical Priority Assessment Criteria;
GOAC=Generic Orthopaedic Access Tool; GSPC=Generic Surgical Priority Criteria; ISS=Integrated Scoring
Systems; VAS= Visual Analogue Scale.
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General surgery—The VAS tool was a set of eight visual analogue scales (Figure 1). Seven of these
were 50 millimetre subordinate scales. These seven scales were for each of seven criteria identified
from surgeons as relevant to prioritisation;11 this enabled the measurement of the impact of a criterion
on the patient’s priority. Subsequently, a 100 millimetre visual analogue scale measured the subjects’
global judgement of priority. This measurement was converted into a score out of 100.

Figure 1. Visual Analogue Scale containing seven criteria as sub-scales

The GSPC tool consisted of five criteria. The algorithm consists of the sequential addition and
multiplication of the criteria as in the box below.

Diagnosis

Treatment

Psychological impact

Symptomatology

Future complications

Quality of life

Patient characteristics

Global assessment
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The definitions of the criteria included in the GSPC are as follows:

• Suffering: Suffering is most commonly pain but would also include any other disvalued symptom
or experience for example, nausea, vomiting, vertigo and tinnitus. The other component, which
could be included unless evaluated separately, is anxiety about the illness.

• Disability: Disability caused or exacerbated by this condition.

• Clinical cost of delay: Clinical cost of delay refers to the possibility that delay will lead to future
suffering or premature death and/or result in a poorer operative result.

• Degree of improvement anticipated: 'Gold standard' of benefit, where this procedure worked
well for a patient.

• Likelihood of improvement: Likelihood of achieving that level of benefit in this case.
The ISS in general surgery consisted of a nine point diagnosis-specific Likert scale combined with
tabulated score ranges determined for each diagnosis from that observed in previous work14. The Likert
scale points (from 1 to 9) were anchored to the 0, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, and 100th percentiles
respectively (Table 2). This relationship implies that, when scoring a patient, there is an assumed
normal distribution of a given diagnosis over the Likert scale of 1–9.

Table 2. Relationship of Likert score to percentile and priority score for given
diagnoses in general surgery

Likert score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Percentile
Anorectal
Cholelithiasis
Hernia
Colon cancer

0
10
20
4

45

5
28
33
19
80

10
36
41
28
86

25
50
55
45
95

50
65
70
61

100

75
78
86
77

100

90
90
99
89

100

95
100
100
97

100

100
100
100
100
100

Vascular surgery—The VAS in vascular surgery was similar to general surgery except that it utilised
only three subordinate scales namely suffering, disability, and clinical cost of delay. These criteria were
chosen to provide transparency to the overall priority assessment and cross correlate with elements of
the GSPC.
The vascular (and orthopaedic) VAS tool(s) differed in this respect from the general surgery tool for
two reasons. First, the subscales of the general surgery tool were derived from interviews of general
surgeons and no analogous process had been undertaken in vascular (or orthopaedic) surgery. Second,
to achieve sufficient statistical power, the study required each vascular (and orthopaedic) surgeon to
score more individual vignettes than in general surgery. The number of vignettes used had to be
balanced against the pragmatic need to consider the workload of participating surgeons and ensure high
levels of completion. The GSPC in vascular surgery was exactly the same as used in general surgery.
The ISS for vascular surgery differed from general surgery. As a method of measuring diagnosis-
specific clinical judgement, a single 100-millimetre visual analogue scale was used (instead of a Likert
scale as used in general surgery). Each point of the scale was then converted to a score using tabulated
diagnosis-specific score ranges. These tables had been constructed by consensus between members of
the vascular surgical NWTP group. Within each diagnostic group, it was assumed that the scores would
be normally distributed about a mean. Scores were calculated using an inverse normal distribution
function where the mean and standard deviation were determined by the NWTP group and the
extremes of the VAS represented the 2nd and 98th percentiles.
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Table 3. Relationship of Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) to priority score for given
diagnoses in vascular surgery1

Point on VAS (mm)2,3 ≤≤≤≤2 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 ≥≥≥≥98
Varicose veins
Intermittent claudication
Carotid stenosis

0
17
35

6
21
41

12
24
47

18
28
53

23
31
58

27
34
62

31
36
66

35
38
70

39
41
74

44
44
79

50
48
85

56
51
91

62
55
97

1 Scores were calculated using an inverse normal distribution function where the mean and standard deviation (SD)
for each diagnostic group was determined by the NWTP group; 2 Selected examples shown (intermediate values
to nearest millimetre were included); 3 Mean and standard deviation for varicose veins (31 ± 15.2), intermittent
claudication (36 ± 9.1) and carotid stenosis (66 ± 15.2); NWTP=National Waiting Times Project.

Table 4. Relationship of Likert score to quintile and priority score for given
diagnoses in orthopaedic surgery

Likert score 1 2 3 4 5
Knee

Painful knee 40 52 65 77 90
Wrist

Carpal tunnel syndrome 25 39 52 66 80
Mixed category

Malunion supracondylar fracture humerus 20 32 45 57 70
Tennis elbow 20 30 40 50 60
Osteoarthritis ankle 40 51 62 74 85
Bunion / Hallux valgus 20 31 42 54 65
Ingrowing toenail 5 16 27 39 50
Ganglion wrist 5 17 30 42 55
Leg length discrepancy 30 42 55 67 80
Healed fracture femur 5 19 32 46 60
Trigger finger 35 42 50 57 65
Osteoarthritis hip 40 52 65 77 90
Loosening total hip replacement 60 69 77 86 95
Dupuytrens contracture finger 20 34 47 61 75
Rupture extensor tendon rheumatoid arthritis 40 50 60 70 80
Torn meniscus 40 50 60 70 80
Disc prolapse 50 60 70 80 90
Rupture rotator cuff shoulder 30 40 50 60 70
Painful shoulder 40 49 57 66 75

Orthopaedic surgery—The VAS in the orthopaedic study was identical to vascular surgery.
The Generic Orthopaedic Access Criteria tool was a self-explanatory tool with specified anchor points
for point allocation within each of the five criteria below.

Factors for this were additive, and the definitions are as follows:

• Natural history of the problem: Condition is life/limb threatening or likely to deteriorate without
treatment.

• Pain: Severity of pain in four categories from none to severe with explicit descriptors in each
category.

• Functional limitation: Severity of physical disability in four categories from none to severe with
explicit descriptors in each category.
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• Social limitation: Severity of social disability in four categories from none to severe with explicit
descriptors in each category.

• Potential to benefit from surgery: Five categories from no benefit to return to near normal likely.

The ISS consisted of a five-point Likert scale with tabulated score ranges determined by clinical
consensus.
Data collection—The vignettes were presented to each surgeon using a custom designed computer
programme on a Delphi platform integrated with two Microsoft Access databases. One database
contained the patient vignettes whereas the second was for data storage.
A research assistant demonstrated operation of the computer software to each surgeon. Vignette and
associated prioritisation tool pairs were then presented to the surgeon as separate screens scrolling one
at a time on the computer. The initial segment of the evaluation comprised of introductory screens
explaining the purpose of the study and its format.
The presentation order of the vignettes and tools was randomised, and clinicians were not able to go
back and check their previous answers. The research assistant was present initially to help with use of
the computer software, but they did not assist with the meanings of the questions. At the completion of
the vignettes, each clinician was briefly interviewed regarding the use of the prioritisation tools and any
comments they had on CPAC tools generally.
Test-retest reliability was assessed on a second round of data. The data were collected via a web-based
platform that mirrored the interface of the original computer programme. The shift to a web-based
programme was made after feedback from participant surgeons indicated the need for a more flexible
mode of access over time.
Sample size—Preliminary calculations were made to estimate the sample size and the number of
vignettes required, to achieve sufficient power for each specialty. For example, vascular surgery (as the
smallest specialty of the three) had 35 surgeons nationally; with a design involving 30 surgeons and 60
vignettes, the 95% confidence intervals for the intra-class correlation was approximately plus or minus
0.15 for true values of the intra-class correlation within the range 0.4 to 0.7.
For the second round, power calculations confirmed that fewer data points were required. Accordingly,
the number of general surgeons participating was reduced to 30 while maintaining 32 vignettes.
Conversely, the number of surgeons remained constant for vascular and orthopaedic surgery but the
number of vignettes was reduced to 39 and 40 respectively.
Statistical analyses—Analysis of data from each specialty was initially undertaken using a standard
frequentist approach to calculating the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). This method uses two-
way analysis of variance, where the effects of subjects are important in the analysis and the unit of
reliability of interest is the individual score.15 The form of the equation chosen for general and
orthopaedic surgery was that for a random sample of surgeons where the individual surgeon's reliability
was of interest.
The design of the vascular surgery study was that of each vignette being rated by the same subjects,
who are the only judges of interest. This was because the intention was to sample the whole population
of vascular surgeons in New Zealand. Therefore the form chosen for vascular surgery was that for a
fixed sample of surgeons where the individual surgeon's reliability was of interest.
The initial analyses were performed using SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA) and a
macro that calculates reliabilities for intraclass correlations (INTRACC.SAS).
Test-retest analysis was conducted using a mixed model. Surgeon and vignette were incorporated as
random effects to represent that we were not interested in the particular surgeons and vignettes per se
but wanted to treat them as a random sample of all surgeons and patients. Time was also included as a
random effect as we were interested in the difference between any occasion the tools were applied for
prioritisation.
Detailed results from these and further model-based statistical analyses for each specialty will be
reported in a separate article.

Results
For general surgery, the total population for publicly operating surgeons was 99
surgeons, however six surgeons who were used to develop the vignettes were
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excluded from this sample. Of those eligible for inclusion, 31 refused to participate
and a sample of 60 was selected from the remainder using a random number
generator. The final response rate for general surgery was therefore 67% (62/93). For
vascular surgery, 33 surgeons were eligible for inclusion, 85% (28/33) of these agreed
to participate. In orthopaedic surgery, the total population for publicly operating
surgeons was 153; of these, 62 were randomly selected to participate in the study and
65% (40/62) of these agreed to participate.

Within the group of those who had (from the outset) agreed to participate, completion
rates were high with 60/60 (100%) of the general surgeons, 26/28 (93%) of the
vascular surgeons, and 38/40 (95%) of the orthopaedic surgeons completing the
evaluation. There did not appear to be any differences in non-response across the
regions, and the primary reason cited for initially refusing to participate or subsequent
failure to complete was ‘lack of time’.

The characteristics of participants versus non-participants were assessed using
information gleaned from the vocational register for each specialty. No statistical
differences between the two groups were found on a variety of measures including
years in practice and geographical location. The majority of participants were
computer literate and quickly learned how to navigate the programme. A small
proportion had difficulties restoring their session to the correct starting point when
completing their evaluation, but all technical problems encountered related to use of
specific hardware and were able to be resolved over the phone or by email.

A looping problem in the software prototype meant that in the early phase of the study
some participants initially scored a few additional scenarios. Almost without
exception, those surgeons who started the evaluation completed it. Of the small
number of surgeons that did not complete (or proceeded by zero-scoring selected
vignettes), three individuals reported difficulties scoring specific conditions (primarily
carotid stenosis) because they did not routinely encounter this condition in their
current clinical practice. Missing or erroneous data was either omitted or taken into
account in subsequent analyses.

Conclusion of the second round of data collection, which relied predominantly on
telephone and email reminders to the participant surgeons proved to be more difficult.
This was reflected in the lower response rates across specialties (general surgery
76.7%, vascular surgery 88.5%, and orthopaedic surgery 86.8%) and the longer time
period to completion encountered during the retest.

Discussion
Although priority tools are in use in several countries, the extent to which they have
been formally validated or tested for inter-rater or intra-rater reliability varies. The
Western Canada Waiting List Project has conducted reliability testing on priority
scoring tools for general surgery, cataract surgery, as well as hip and knee
replacement16 however this work was on the basis of different tools and used on
average only 11 surgeons and 6 videotaped vignettes.

While priority scoring tools are used in the United Kingdom, we are unaware of any
reliability testing that may have been performed. Within the New Zealand context,
Dennett et al7 have explicitly drawn attention to the problem of inadequate prior
testing of reliability; stating that (ideally) inter-rater reliability and tool validity should
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have been established by those who developed the methods before they were
introduced.

Therefore (to our knowledge) this study is the first within New Zealand to specifically
address the issue of reliability among scoring tools (already in use) for prioritisation
of surgery. As this was the first study of its type among surgeons in New Zealand,
appropriate methodology had to be developed and applied by the principal
investigators. Several strengths and limitations inherent in the methods used were
identified throughout the course of the project.

This study of reliability was able to be conducted nationally with research assistants
based in all three of the main centres (Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch),
whereas previous studies looking at different aspects of the clinical priority
assessment criteria have been conducted regionally.8

The moderate-to-good response rates obtained in the first round of data collection was
consistent with other studies that have examined medical practice using clinical
vignettes.17–19 However research based on the responses of surgeons is unusual;
previous studies incorporating vignettes have usually involved general practitioners or
psychiatrists.19

Studies based on computer-based vignettes are especially rare, and have been
confined to primary care practitioners.17 In this study, excellent first-round completion
rates were achieved among surgeons from all three specialties across the country.
Most surgeons were very positive about participation, with less than 1% of surgeons
who initially agreed to participate subsequently expressing an objection in principle to
any evaluation of CPAC tools. Importantly, randomisation of the order in which the
tools were presented was also incorporated in the study design, thereby minimising
the influence the first score could have on any subsequent scores.

The shift to a web-based platform for the second round, although more convenient for
the participating surgeons resulted in an increase in the time it took to collect data. It
also made follow-up of the surgeons who were slow to complete more challenging,
possibly because of the lack of opportunity for face-to-face contact with a research
assistant. It is difficult to know to what extent the lack of any specific incentive to
complete or that this was the second time each surgeon had been asked to complete
the evaluation, contributed to the lower completion rates in the second round.

In a recent randomised trial Gattelari and Ward20 reported that surgeons offered an
indirect incentive to participate in an Australian survey were actually significantly
less likely to respond, and (as a group) were more tardy in their response. Contrary to
expectation, offering donations to the surgeons (college) was counterproductive in
enhancing response rate. In the present study, the only incentive offered to surgeons
was a bottle of wine on completion (and prior to completion in the second round),
however it was also clear from feedback from participating surgeons that the single
overriding factor in delayed response or non-completion was (not surprisingly) ‘time
constraints’.

The present study is limited by certain factors. Firstly, it only uses vignettes, and
despite their widespread use, there remains uncertainty and controversy about the
degree to which vignettes reflect actual clinical practice.21 Although Peabody et al12

have suggested that vignettes are a useful and valid way of measuring physician
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practice, for practical purposes it was necessary to restrict the size of each vignette
(and the extent of detail that could be provided about each paper patient to the
surgeon) so that the evaluation would not be too long. It is feasible that additional
radiographs, clinical photographs, and videos of real patients would have made the
cases more realistic, and may have added to the overall consistency of the scoring.

The two other main sources of bias in studies such as this arise from selection of the
sample and non-response. Poor response rates have the potential to compromise the
validity of postal surveys and other types of studies22 and several techniques may
need to be used to maximise response rates.23

Although this study had reasonable first-round completion rates, surgeons who chose
not to participate did not do so randomly, therefore the potential effect of selection
bias must be acknowledged. Selection bias is more likely to be problematic in the
general and orthopaedic surgery arms of the study because of the greater proportion of
surgeons who refused to participate or who were ineligible to participate.

While in practice all surgeons must use the scoring tools, it is possible that they may
work better for those surgeons that support their use. In the worst case scenario,
results obtained might suggest that inter-rater reliability was much higher than what
would otherwise be found if all surgeons within a given specialty were included in the
sample. As relatively little information was available on the characteristics of those
surgeons who responded compared to those who did not, it is difficult to rule out the
possibility that the sample may be a source of bias in the present study. Regardless of
this limitation, some selection bias in a study of this nature is probably inevitable.

In general surgery, the second round response rate was slightly lower than for other
specialties (76.7%), although this figure remains very comparable to what has been
reported elsewhere in male physicians.24 Ward et al demonstrated significant
differences in response rates between male and female general practitioners in a study
that looked at response-aiding strategies, with females (74% versus 63%) being more
likely to respond to a survey. We note that our sample of surgeons, across all
specialties, was predominantly male (99%).

This collaborative study indicates that evaluation of the reliability of CPAC tools
currently in use in New Zealand is possible using a vignette-based approach. Study
designs that allow for some ongoing face-to-face contact with surgeons, although
potentially more expensive may ensure better rates of response and completion
especially where re-test reliability is to be assessed.
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Using quality-of-life instruments to measure outcome after
laparoscopic fundoplication
Gerard Bonnet, Mohammad Imran Khan, Lee Ong

Abstract
Aim. This article describe the symptomatic outcome of antireflux surgery in 56
consecutive patients in a single-centre, single-surgeon study—measured by previously
validated, generic, and disease-specific quality-of-life instruments.

Methods. In this retrospective study, data was collected from the case records of
patients and postal questionnaires. The quality-of-life instruments used were the
global quality of life (GQOL) scale; gastroesophageal reflux disease health related
quality of life (GERD-HRQL) scale; and the gastrointestinal symptom rating score
(GSRS), self-administered version. Paired student t test and Wilcoxon signed rank test
were used to analyse the data.

Results. The response rate to our postal questionnaire was 100%. The male:female
ratio was 1:1.4 and the age range was from 19 to 71 years. The operative technique
was either a ‘total 360 degree wrap’ (47 patients) or a partial posterior fundoplication
(270 degree wrap) based on the DeMeester technique. The median follow-up time
was 36 months. The mean hospital stay post procedure was 2.3 days. Our results
showed good satisfaction rates (80%) and recommendation rates (93%). Best results
were achieved in the subgroup of older (over 50 years of age) males. The side-effect
profile was comparable to that reported in literature.

Laparoscopic fundoplication (LF) is now well-established as a definitive form of
antireflux treatment in those patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GORD),
who are either unable to take medication or do not respond to a trial of medical
therapy.1–4 The choice of technique may be either a ‘total wrap’5 or the less invasive
partial fundoplication.6–8 The symptomatic outcome of the procedure maybe measured
on a variety of scales. We describe our experience with this procedure in 56 patients
in whom the outcome was measured with validated generic and disease-specific
quality-of-life instruments.9–13

Methods
This non-randomised and retrospective study was carried out in the Department of Surgery of
Wanganui Hospital. Data was collected from the case records of patients and postal questionnaires.
Between 1997 to 2004, 60 patients were operated on by a single surgeon with an interest in antireflux
surgery. Four patients were excluded from the study as they had a re-operation, having been operated
previously by another surgeon prior to the study period.
Preoperative workup included gastrosopy and barium swallow. Oesophageal pH and manometry
studies were done in selected patients (14 patients) with dysphagia, and in those older than 60 years.
The operative technique was either a ‘total 360 degree wrap’ (47 patients) or a partial posterior
fundoplication (9 patients).
The DeMeester technique (360 degree wrap),14 included a standard 6-cm mobilisation of the
oesophagus and routine division of the short gastric arteries, with retro-oesophageal cruroplasty. The
fundoplication wrap (2 cm long) was placed between posterior vagus nerve and the oesophagus, with
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the routine use of an intraesophageal 45 French Bougie and nasogastric tube. The partial posterior wrap
(270 degree), was done with the same technique (minus the intraoesophageal Bougie) to patients with
poor oesophageal motility.
One generic and two disease-specific quality-of-life instruments were used to measure both the
patient’s overall perspective on the quality-of-life and the severity of disease-specific symptoms.
All the three instruments used were previously validated. They were
Global quality of life (GQOL) scale—This is a generic quality-of-life instrument to assess the
patient’s overall perspective on quality-of-life. It is self-administered. Patients were requested to write
any number from 0 to 100 that best described their quality-of-life before and after surgery with ‘0’
signifying no quality-of-life and ‘100’ being perfect quality-of-life.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease health-related quality of life (GERD-HRQL) scale—This is an
established, self-completion, disease-specific quality-of-life scale to measure severity of symptoms on
a 6-point Likert scale; a maximum global scale of ‘45’ signifying incapacitating symptoms preventing
the performance of daily activities, and a minimum global scale of ‘0’ signifying no symptoms.
Gastrointestinal symptom rating score (GSRS), self-administered version—This measures a wide
range of gastrointestinal symptoms and has been validated to assess quality-of-life in patients with
reflux disease before and after surgery. It measures 15 items (abdominal pain, heartburn, reflux, hunger
pains, nausea, rumblings in stomach, bloating, belching, breaking wind, constipation, diarrhoea, loose
stools, hard stools, urgency of bowel motion, and sense of incomplete evacuation). The severity of each
item is measured on a 7-point scale with ‘1’ signifying no discomfort at all and ‘7’ signifying very
severe discomfort.
In addition to these questionnaires, new symptoms post-surgery were also recorded. Patients were also
asked if they used any antireflux medication post-surgery and asked for their recommendation of the
procedure to other patients. Questionnaires were sent by post to patients along with a stamped self-
addressed return envelope.
Paired Student t test and Wilcoxon signed rank test were used to analyse the data in both genders and
young (under 50 years) and old patients (over 50 years).

Results
All patients returned the questionnaires (response rate of 100%). The male:female
ratio was 1:1.14 and the age range was from 19 to 71 years. The median follow-up
time was 36 months (range 3 months to 7 years). The mean hospital stay post-
procedure was 2.3 days.

Global quality of life (GQOL) scale—Overall, the mean score more than doubled
(from 38 to 81) after surgery (p value less than 0.01). Best results were in older males
where the mean score before surgery was 30 and increased to 86 after surgery (p
value less than 0.05). There were no significant differences between genders. The
results are summarised in Figure 1.

Gastroesophageal reflux disease health-related quality of life (GERD-HRQL)
scale—51patients (93%) completed this particular questionnaire pre- and post-LF.
The Global mean score before LF was 26, which dropped to a mean of 5 after LF (p
value less than 0.05). From roughly equal pre-surgery scores (about 23), the mean
score for males dropped to 3.76 and for women to 6.6. Best results were in the
subgroup of older males where the pre LF score of 25 dropped to 2.6 after LF. These
differences between the different subgroups were however not statistically significant.

The GERD-HQRL also measures one general item, which is the overall satisfaction
with the results. It was highest in the older males (93%) and lowest in young males
(64%). Figure 2 summarises the results of the GERD-HQRL scores.
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Figure 1. GQOL score in patients with laparoscopic fundoplication
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Figure 2. GERD-HQRL scores in patients with laparoscopic fundoplication
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Gastrointestinal symptom rating score (GSRS), self-administered version

Results are summarised in Table 1. Significant differences post-surgery (p <0.05)*
were seen in three dimensions i.e upper abdominal pain, heartburn, and acid
regurgitation.

Table 1. GSRS (self-administered): mean scores in 15 dimensions measured on a
7-point scale.

Dimension measured Mean score before surgery Mean score after surgery
Upper abdominal pain
Heartburn
Acid regurgitation
Hunger pains
Nausea
Rumblings in stomach
Bloating
Belching
Breaking wind
Constipation
Diarrhoea
Loose stools
Hard stools
Urgency of motions
Sense of incomplete evacuation

5.6 (SD 1.25)
5.3 (SD 1.79))
5.5 (SD 1.68)
2.8 (SD 2.2)
3.4 (SD 1.9)
3.4 (SD1.89)
3.6 (SD 2.04)
3.9 (SD 2.00)
3.4 (SD 1.97)
2.3 (SD2.00)
2.1 (SD1.57)
2.1 (SD1.61)
2.2 (SD 1.74)
2.4 (SD 1.86)
2.5( SD 1.9)

*1.8 (SD 1.36)
*1.27 (SD 0.78
*1.31 (SD 0.81)

1.9 (SD 1.40)
1.5 (SD 0.95)
2.3 (SD 1.64)
2.2 (SD 1.57)
1.9 (SD 1.29)
3.7 (SD 2.25)
1.6 (SD 1.38)
1.8 (SD 1.35)
2 (SD 1.50)

1.9 (SD 1.43)
2.3 (SD 1.79)
2.1 (SD 1.60)

SD=standard deviation.

There was no procedure-related mortality. Perioperative and early postoperative
complications included one case of intraoperative bleeding from short gastric artery
that was controlled intraoperatively, two cases of acute dysphagia, one case of wound
sepsis, and one case of deep vein thrombosis. Five percent of the patients also
developed some degree of surgical emphysema post surgery. There were no cases of
pneumothorax. Delayed complications included new onset, short-term diarrhoea in
17% of the cases, excessive bloating in six patients (10%) and a sensation of food
sticking after meals in three patients (5%).

Antireflux medication was used by 12 patients (20%) post surgery, including three
patients who said they were using them because nobody told them to stop. Most
patients (93%) said they would recommend the operation to their colleagues. Of the
remaining 4 patients, three were neutral about the recommendation and only 1 was
sure about not recommending the procedure.

Discussion
In our series of patients, the overall satisfaction rate with the procedure (as measured
on the GERD-HQRL) was 80%. The patient recommendation rate of surgery to others
(suggested potential surgical candidates) was, however, much higher (93%). These
results are comparable to international figures.8 The apparent discrepancy between the
satisfaction rates and recommendation rates may be because some patients with poor
results may have some explanation for their poor outcome and may not foresee
similar outcomes in others. Sub-analysis of data between those who had total wrap
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and those who had a partial wrap was not carried out because of the small number of
patients in the latter group (9 patients).

Results were best in the subgroup of older males. This was evident in both the generic
(GQOL) and disease-specific (GERD-HRQL) quality-of-life instruments, although in
the latter it did not achieve statistical significance. They also achieved the highest
satisfaction rates (93%). We have no explanation for these finding.

In both of the disease-specific quality-of-life instruments (GERD-HQRL and GSRS
scales) there was a significant reduction in heartburn (overall as well as across both
age groups and sexes post LF). In the GSRS scale, the mean overall score for
heartburn fell from 5.3 (SD 1.79) to 1.27 (SD 0.78). Other significant reductions in
GSRS scale were in the symptoms of upper abdominal pain and acid regurgitation. No
significant changes pre- and post-LF were noted in other symptoms. These results are
also consistent with those reported in literature.

In our series, 12 patients used antireflux medication post surgery (22%) at some stage,
which is less than those reported with anterior fundoplication.8 This may be because
most of our patients had a Nissen fundoplication (posterior 360 degrees), which
produces a more tonic lower oesophageal sphincter.

The most frequently used medication was a proton pump inhibitor (9 cases). However
not all of these patients had recurrence of heartburn. Some patients had dyspeptic
symptoms. Due to the poor control on the prescription of antireflux medication, the
use of medication by the patients does not always mean objective failure of surgery.
In 3 cases, the patients continued their pre-surgery prescription of omeprazole, as ‘no-
one had asked them to stop it’.

New symptoms that develop post LF is well-documented in literature.15–17 Seventeen
percent of our patients had new-onset, short-duration (maximum 3 months) diarrhoea
(loose bowel motions), which may be explained by the technique used (i.e. the wrap is
between the posterior vagus and the oesophagus thereby influencing gut motility). In
addition, 6 patients (12%) developed bloating and 3 patients developed dysphagia
(6%). The dysphagia symptoms were mild and none required oesophageal dilatation.
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Consultant Gastoenterologist and Physician; Lee Ong, Surgical Registrar; Department
of Surgery and Gastroenterology, Wanganui Hospital, Wanganui
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Overseas-trained doctors’ evaluation of a New Zealand
course in professional development
Susan Hawken

Abstract
Aims To find out how overseas-trained doctors (OTDs) rated the usefulness of the
Professional Development component of the Overseas Doctors Training Programme
in preparing them to work in the New Zealand health context.

Methods An anonymous postal questionnaire was sent to all 89 doctors that passed
the first three intakes of the Overseas Doctors Training Programme in Auckland.

Results OTDs reported a significant increase in the level of comfort in
communicating with patients once they were in a clinical setting (p<0.001), and with
communicating effectively and safely with Maori (p<0.001). OTDs also reported that
the ethical, legal, and reflective practice sessions prepared them adequately to work in
New Zealand. There was a low response rate (30%).

Conclusions Responding OTDs said the Professional Development component was
valuable and effective with respect to improving communication skills and patient-
centred consultations.

Since the introduction in 1991 of the General Skills Category of Residency Policy,
New Zealand has received a large number of highly skilled immigrants, including
doctors. By 1996, more than 900 overseas-trained doctors (OTDs) had qualified for
permanent residence but were not registered to practice medicine in New Zealand.1

Many of these OTDs experienced frustration and hardship in trying to meet statutory
registration.1–3 To assist them, the Ministry of Health and the Clinical Training
Agency commissioned a bridging programme called the Overseas Doctors Training
Programme, which commenced in March 2001 in Auckland and Wellington.

Eligibility requirements included having been granted permanent residency in New
Zealand between 18 November 1991 and 29 October 1995, and having passed an
English language test approved by the Medical Council of New Zealand.

More than 1,200 doctors applied for the programme; 100 failed to meet the criteria
and approximately 600 did not complete their applications by the due date.4 Funding
was provided for 340 doctors to participate in the programme over a 5-year period.4

The Medical Council of New Zealand requires all OTDs to make themselves familiar
with New Zealand’s legal, regulatory, and professional ethical conduct
requirements.5(p3) Since most OTDs have been educated in healthcare cultures highly
dissimilar to New Zealand’s, there are numerous challenges facing them.
Furthermore, there are also significant communication needs as OTDs commonly
speak English as a second language.

The re-training programme involved two parts. Part A was an 18-week update in
medical knowledge and professional development. Part B was a 6-month supervised
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attachment in a public hospital. When both parts had been completed, the doctor
could sit the New Zealand Registration Examinations (NZREX).

The aim of the programme was to focus on the most important knowledge and skills
needed for a doctor to practice safely and competently in New Zealand.6 All the main
clinical specialties were covered in Part A. In addition, there was a professional
development component covering communication skills, ethics, medicolegal
obligations, and Maori and Pacific issues.

Teaching methods included didactic teaching, interactive demonstrations, and small-
group teaching. The main focus was on the development of consultation skills. This
was undertaken in small groups facilitated by a general practitioner and involved the
OTD undertaking simulated consultations with actors. Self-reflection was encouraged
and the facilitator, actor, and peers offered feedback.

Successful completion of Part A involved passing the clinical knowledge
examinations as well as the professional development component, in which
assessment procedures included consultation examinations conducted with actors, an
ethics essay, and a peer-group assessment.

Although there was helpful information from earlier evaluations,7 we wanted to know
what OTDs thought of the course once they were observing (Part B) or working in the
clinical context. In hindsight, how well did they think the professional development
component had prepared them for working in New Zealand?

Methods
An anonymous postal questionnaire was sent to all 89 (of 96) doctors that passed the first three intakes
of the Auckland-based programme. There were significantly more male (74) than female (22) doctors
in these intakes. They came from diverse backgrounds and had a wide age-range. Countries of origin
included Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka, China, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Singapore, Russia, Philippines, Serbia,
Albania, and Croatia.

The questionnaire consisted of three sections:

• Section A dealt with preliminary data (e.g. the number of years the OTD was in clinical practice
prior to coming to New Zealand). Gender and country of origin were not asked for in the interests
of protecting anonymity.

• In Section B, Likert scales (a measure of the extent to which a person agrees or disagrees with the
question) were used to measure the perceived usefulness of the course components as well as
participants’ perceptions of their own level of skills.

• In Section C, open-ended questions were used to elicit some qualitative data. For example,
participants were asked to describe a situation in which they had used the skills learnt on the
course; and a situation in which they needed skills that the course had not covered. They were also
invited to make suggestions for course improvements.

Results
Of the 84 questionnaires that were delivered, 25 were completed and returned, thus
giving an overall response rate of 30%. The number of years in clinical practice prior
to coming to New Zealand ranged from 1 to 20 years (mean 8.9 years; mode 15
years). Four respondents were still on Part B. Seven were looking for hospital work,
four were working in a hospital, and ten reported other positions. Of these, seven were
studying for NZREX. Twelve reported having passed NZREX.
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Communication skills—Participants were asked to rate how they perceived the
usefulness of the small-group teaching on communication skills at two different
times: first, how they had perceived it while they were on the course; and secondly,
how they perceived it now that they had been observing/working in the hospital
setting. An increase in usefulness was indicated, but did not reach 95% significance
(p=0.058).

Participants were also asked how comfortable they were in their ability to
communicate effectively with New Zealand patients - before and after the course, and
at the time of the study (see Figure 1). A Friedman‘s two-way analysis of variance
showed a significant increase in the level of comfort with their abilities both after the
course, and again, once they were in the clinical setting (p<0.001).

Figure 1. Comfort level in ability to communicate effectively with New Zealand
patients (before the course, after the course, and at the time of the study)
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Maori cultural sessions—Participants reported a significant increase in the level of
comfort with their ability to communicate effectively and safely with Maori, both
after the course and once they were in the clinical setting (p=<0.001); see Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Comfort level in ability to communicate with Maori before the course,
after the course and at the time of the study
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Additional findings—A significant majority of participants said that the ethics and
medicolegal components of the course had meant they felt well- or very well-prepared
for working in New Zealand. A majority of the participants also felt the reflective
practice/self-care sessions were of value.

Participants had mixed views on the value of the peer-group exercises, as well as on
the prospects of their later joining a peer group. However 14 participants said they
had joined a peer group, and three reported their intention to join one once in practice.
Of those who favoured peer groups, five made positive comments about the
experience e.g. ‘generally helpful with a good cooperation [sic]’ and ‘a useful way to
exchange information’.

Responses to open-ended questions—The majority of participants reported that the
most useful part of the course, now that they were in the clinical context, was the
consultation/communication skills component. Particular themes were empathy,
reflective listening, dealing with difficult situations, open questions, and rapport
building.

One OTD, in response to the question about an interaction with a patient in which
they had used some of the skills learnt on the course, wrote:

One day during the interview with the patient, I learnt that she was ‘brutally’ told by her
doctor that the best option for her (based on her current condition) was to go to rest home
ASAP. The patient was still in total disbelief. I knew that was the only viable option for her,
yet I did not offer my opinion, just reflected on her feelings. At the end, the patient thanked
me for being there for her and said she would consider the rest home option. I felt I just learnt
something towards being a better doctor.
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This description shows how the skill of reflective listening was being utilised in a
clinical interaction. As the participant found, this experience had positive benefits for
both the patient and the doctor.

Suggestions for course improvements were sought, as well as any further general
comments. Participants offered a range of suggestions for improvement including:
more time and practice, more role-plays with the actors, and more time in the peer
group.

Another OTD wrote:
PD (professional development) has been the most essential component of the course. Medical
knowledge can be easily learned/studied but to master communication skills, lots of practice
and usage is needed for most of us. It's not only with patients but also among colleagues &
friends. Understanding cultural differences and ethical views helps us to be more holistic.

And another reported:
I realised how good Professional Development was, only when I started Part B. Unfortunately
many doctors working at hospital don't apply strategies we were taught on the course (↑work
load, I supposed) [sic]. I consider myself very lucky for getting the opportunity to atend [sic]
Bridging Programme.

Discussion
Skill in communication is generally considered a core element of effective doctor-
patient interaction.8 The fact that more than three-quarters of the respondents said that
the teaching in communication skills was the most useful course component is in
accordance with these views.

The trend towards OTDs gaining more recognition of the value of communication
skills once they were in clinical practice, is also consistent with other studies.9

Whether this increased perceptiveness transfers into actual competence in practice,
however, may be more related to motivation.10 It has been shown that even when
knowledge changes it may not result in a more patient-centred style of consultation.11

It may also take time for new behaviours to be integrated.12

OTDs reported they would have liked even more teaching on some specific aspects of
communication (e.g. delivering bad news, suicidal/psychotic patients, problems of
adolescence, husband abuse, demanding/uncooperative patients, patients that refuse to
be interviewed, and establishing rapport with children). The majority of these topics
involve emotional responses in both doctor and patient.

Although aspects of how to cope with (both patients’ and doctors’) emotions were
frequently raised in small-group teaching, there may have been a lack of emphasis on
how to deal with the doctor’s emotional responses. Of course, these skills are
important in practice but even experienced clinicians find responding to the patient’s
social and emotional problems difficult. Some doctors feel it will increase the patient's
distress, take up too much time and threaten their own emotional survival.13

Even if doctors have the skills, they may not use them as they are worried that
colleagues will not give sufficient practical and emotional support if needed.14

Doctors have been shown to be reluctant to discuss patients’ psychosocial problems
because they feel that they should do something about the problem.15 It has also been
noted that OTDs have difficulty offering emotional support for fear of violating
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gender and/or cultural boundaries.16 Such skills may best be taught in the clinical
context.

It was reassuring that OTDs found the sessions on ethics/medicolegal obligations
helpful. New Zealand has a strong history of truth-telling, informed consent, and
confidentiality, but these concepts can be dealt with quite differently in some other
cultures. For example, telling the truth to the patient in some cultures is considered
disrespectful and sometimes even thought to shorten the patient’s lifespan.17

The low response rate (30%) invited further exploration. A higher response rate came
from Intake 3, perhaps due to the immediacy of the course or possibly more up-to-
date contact addresses. There was also a higher response rate from those who had
passed NZREX.

From Auckland intakes 1-3, 56 doctors had passed NZREX (unofficial figures) at the
time of this study and would therefore have been eligible to find work. Yet only five
participant doctors were currently working. One explanation for the low response rate
might be that OTDs were feeling despondent about their chances of getting work, and
thus less likely to respond to a study evaluating a programme that was meant to help
them become practicing doctors.

Other possible reasons are the difficulty of persuading OTDs to give up time as they
prepared for registration exams, suspicion about how the research would be used,18

financial struggles, and other cultural factors.

In conclusion, evaluative feedback from OTDs on the professional development
component of the Overseas Doctors Training Programme was both helpful and
thought-provoking. The course content was largely ratified. The most critical aspects
of the evaluation referred to a need for even more practice and training, as well as
further suggestions for particular topics. It is possible that further integration between
the professional development component of Part A and the clinical attachment in Part
B would improve both the confidence and the skill of OTDs entering the workforce in
New Zealand.

Such integration would provide the opportunity for challenging interactions to be
addressed within the clinical environment. It would also facilitate ongoing education
and maintenance of the patient-centred approach.
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Lead poisoning due to ingestion of Indian herbal remedies
Anne Roche, Christopher Florkowski, Trevor Walmsley

A case of lead poisoning is presented. The patient had recently returned to
New Zealand from the Indian subcontinent. This prompted a search that identified
lead contamination of ingested medicinal products that had been prescribed in India.

There have been several case reports of lead toxicity due to contamination of Indian
herbal medicines, 1-8 though none, to our knowledge, previously reported from
New Zealand.

Case report
A 51-year-old New Zealand European woman presented to Christchurch Hospital
with a 4-day history of nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and myalgia. She had been
living in India for 3 years, and had returned to New Zealand 10 days prior to
admission. She had Dengue fever 10 months before, and had been non-specifically
unwell since. She had been slightly forgetful and muddled in her thinking. She had
been taking traditional Ayurvedic medications acquired in India. She had no other
significant past medical history and took no other regular medications. She did not
drink alcohol.

On examination she was dehydrated, and her abdomen was tender without peritonism.
She had normochromic anaemia (haemoglobin 113 g/L) with prominent basophilic
stippling seen on blood film. She had elevated transaminases (AST 97 U/L, ALT 183
U/L), but serology for Hepatitis A, B, C, and E was negative.

Basophilic stippling prompted measurement of lead levels, which were markedly
elevated: whole blood lead 3.35 umol/L (69.3 ug/dL), reference range 0.00–0.35.
There was no obvious occupational or domestic exposure. There have been case
reports of traditional Indian medications containing lead,1–8 and these were a possible
source of exposure for our patient.

She had been removed from the exposure to lead, and her level was just below the
threshold for chelation therapy. Her symptoms improved, and we decided not to
chelate, but instead to monitor lead levels. Whole blood lead was 2.92 umol/L at 2
weeks later; 2.69 umol/L at 6 weeks later, and 0.83 umol/L at 5 months later when she
felt back to normal good health. Her haemoglobin was stable and liver function tests
normalised.

Each medicinal product was analysed for lead by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry. Lead content of each substance is shown in Table 1. The subject
ingested 1 teaspoon of each of the brown medicinal powders (S1 and S2; see Table 1)
twice daily for 6 weeks. These medicinal powders contained 2533 (S1) and 3842 (S2)
ppm lead. The calculated total lead consumed as the powder S1 is 966 mg and as S2 is
1151 mg.
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Lead (Pb) content of some Indian herbal-medicine product samples

Sample Appearance Description Pb ug/g
(ppm)

Pb g/100g
(%)

mg/dose Total Pb
(mg)

SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S15
S16
S14
S17
S18
S13
S19

Brown powder
Brown powder
Black liquid
Clear red syrup
Brown tablet
Red tablet
Black tablet
Brown tablet
Red tablet
Small brown tablet
Yellow tablet
White tablet
Small brown tablet
Brown tablet
Small brown tablet
Turqoise capsule (inner)
Turqoise capsule (outer)
Green capsule (inner)
Green capsule (outer)

Brown powder
Brown powder
VI Ferijn I Nimed Boost
Amycordial
Triphala tablets
Livfit tablets

Brown powder

Brown powder

2533
3842

0
0
0
9
0
9
0
0

14
0

37050
18
24
12
0

21
0

0.3
0.4

3.7

11.5
13.7

5.5

966
1151

308

One loose tablet (S15; see Table 1) was found to have a lead content of 37,050 ppm
(ug/g), equivalent to 3.7% by weight and 5.5 mg per tablet. The subject had admitted
to ingestion of one S15 tablet twice daily for at least 4 weeks. The calculated total
lead consumed as 56 (S15) tablets is 308 mg. Total lead ingested from these
substances (medicinal powders S1 and S2 and the tablet S15) was 2426 mg.

Discussion
We believe that our case’s lead poisoning was predominantly due to ingestion of lead-
contaminated Indian herbal medicines, and it is the first such case to be reported in
New Zealand.

Other potential sources of environmental lead in India include the use of leaded
petrol, lead-based paints, hobbies such as soldering and shooting, lead-glazed ceramic
ware, and industrial processes including soldering and battery manufacture. None was
thought to be applicable in the present case, especially as her son (who lived with her
in India) had normal lead levels.

Liver dysfunction is not normally a feature of lead poisoning, but has previously been
reported with contaminated remedies, 2 and may be due to other hepatotoxic
substances.

One review reported that significant amounts of lead were found in 64% of samples of
herbal medicines collected in India.3 A recent survey of Ayurvedic herbal medicine
products purchased from stores in the Boston area, USA demonstrated potentially
toxic lead levels in 20% of the substances.8

The addition of lead is thought to confer fungicidal properties and improve shelf-life
of the products, although Keen et al have written that lead is thought to have
aphrodisiac properties to counter autonomic erectile dysfunction in the diabetic male.2
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For comparison, regulatory limits for lead content of foodstuffs in New Zealand have
been set at 0.1 ppm for fruit and up to 2 ppm for molluscs (shellfish and snails):
http://www.nzfsa.govt.nz/consumers/food-safety-topics/recalls-and-product-
advice/lead-contamination-of-food-products/faq.htm

Medical practitioners also need to be alert to the possibility of lead contamination of
Indian (Ayurvedic) herbal medicines in cases of lead poisoning.
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Non-bacterial thrombotic endocarditis with a negative
transoesophageal echocardiogram
Greg Frazer, Richard Laing, Duncan Lamont

Abstract
Non-bacterial thrombotic endocarditis is a recognised complication of malignancy
(occurring in 0.3–9.3% of patients in autopsy series), and is most commonly
associated with lung cancer. We describe a fatal case of non-bacterial thrombotic
endocarditis associated with stage IIIB adenocarcinoma of the lung in which the
transoesophageal echocardiogram was negative. Recommendations for management
of such cases are given.

We describe a fatal case of non-bacterial thrombotic endocarditis (NBTE) associated
with stage IIIB adenocarcinoma of the lung in which the transoesophageal
echocardiogram (TOE) was negative.

Case report
A 62-year-old Caucasian man was admitted with headache and confusion. He was a
lifelong non-smoker with no significant past medical history. Beyond mild dyspraxia
and some subtle lower-limb weakness, the physical examination was unremarkable. A
computed tomography (CT) scan of the head showed a number of low-density lesions
in the cerebellum and both cerebral hemispheres, which a subsequent magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scan identified as infarcts rather than metastatic lesions
(Figure 1A).

A mass was seen on chest radiograph and subsequent CT thorax demonstrated a 50-
mm mass lesion adjacent to the left hilum, with no mediastinal lymphadenopathy
(Figure 1B). However, multiple splenic and renal infarcts (Figure 1C) were noted.
Bronchoscopy demonstrated an abnormal lingular bronchus, and cytology confirmed
non small cell carcinoma, favouring adenocarcinoma. By radiological staging, this
was determined as a Stage IIB tumour (T3N0M0).

Our initial working diagnosis was non-bacterial thrombotic endocarditis secondary to
a non small cell lung cancer. However, transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) and
transoesophageal echocardiogram (TOE) showed no cardiac source of emboli, with
normal valves without evidence of vegetations. No atrio-septal defect or patent
foramen ovale could be demonstrated with agitated saline. Further excluding the
possibility of paradoxical emboli, there was no deep venous thrombosis seen on
ultrasound (US) of leg veins.

Blood markers for a coagulopathy showed raised D-dimer with lowered fibrinogen
suggesting disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). Blood cultures were
negative. Vasculitis screen was negative.
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Figure 1A (top). MRI brain (FLAIR sequence) demonstrating multiple areas of
infarction in both cerebral hemispheres
Figure 1B (middle). CT thorax demonstrating mass lesion adjacent to left hilum
Figure 1C (bottom). CT abdomen demonstrating multiple wedge shaped low
density regions within spleen consistent with splenic infarcts (arrowed)

Unfortunately, in days, the patient’s
neurological condition deteriorated with
the development of a left homonymous
hemianopia, progressive left-upper limb
weakness, cognitive impairment, and a
decreasing level of consciousness.

Repeat MRI brain scans showed further
infarcts and a large right occipito-
parietal intracerebral haemorrhage.
Further imaging also demonstrated new
splenic and renal infarcts. The cause of
his ongoing multi-organ infarcts
remained unclear; however, an embolic
source was still suspected. Therapeutic
options were unfortunately limited.

Anticoagulation was contraindicated
because of the intracerebral
haemorrhage. By radiological staging,
he had stage IIB lung cancer, which was
potentially resectable but we were
unable to consider resection of the
tumour because of his rapidly
deteriorating neurological condition.

After close consultation with our patient’s family, it was decided to withdraw all
active treatment and he was transferred to a hospice in his hometown, where he died
the following morning.

A subsequent autopsy showed Stage IIIB (T4N1M0) adenocarcinoma left lung (Figure
2A) and friable vegetations on the heart valves (Figure 2B) with infarcts in brain,
kidneys (Figures 2C and 2D), skin, and small bowel, thus confirming that he had
NBTE. Even with this information, on subsequent review of the TOE, vegetations
could not be seen.
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Figure 2A (top left). Poorly differentiated intralveolar adenocarcinoma,
consistent with a lung primary Haemotoxylin and Eosin stain (H&E) original
magnification x200
Figure 2B (top right). Vegetations on mitral valve leaflet (arrowed)
Figure 2C (bottom left) Renal infarct showing central necrosis (arrowed) and
surrounding lymphocytic infiltration. Haemotoxylin and Eosin stain (H&E)
original magnification x20
Figure 2D (bottom right) Recent embolus within renal blood vessel.
Haemotoxylin and Eosin stain (H&E) original magnification x100

Discussion
Vegetations due to NBTE have been found in 0.6–1.6% of cases in autopsy studies of
the general population. NBTE is most commonly found in patients with malignancy,
but cases have also been described in patients with acute septicaemia, burns,
indwelling pulmonary artery catheters, and DIC.2 In studies of autopsy patients with
malignancy, NBTE was found in 0.3–9.3% of them, with adenocarcinoma of lung and
pancreas being the most commonly associated malignancy.1–4
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The most commonly involved valves are the aortic and mitral valves (70–80%).2,4

Murmurs are absent in most patients, as the vegetations are usually small and
superficial, and so do not interfere with valve function.4,5

NBTE was first described as a form of terminal endocarditis associated with mucin-
secreting adenocarcinoma, and was initially thought to be of no clinical importance.4

Subsequently, it became obvious that NBTE causes systemic emboli in 42–55% of
cases.1,3 The cerebral, coronary, renal, and mesenteric circulations are most
commonly involved.1,4

The postulated mechanism of NBTE in malignancy is related to a ‘hypercoagulable
state.’2,3 Three factors appear to be important to the deposition of sterile platelets and
fibrin on cardiac valves: an underlying coagulopathy; micro- or macroscopic
abnormalities of the valves; and mucin (produce by the underlying carcinoma), which
may promote either fibrin deposition on the valve or embolism.3

The diagnosis of NBTE has always been difficult to make as the vegetations are
usually small (<2 mm) and so are often missed on TTE.1,3 TOE offers an advantage in
lesion detection because of superior resolution.1 In an experimental animal model of
NBTE, TOE had a sensitivity and specificity of 93% and 88% respectively for
detection of vegetations on the aortic valve.6 Nonetheless, the diagnosis is often not
made until autopsy.

There are two potential and not mutually exclusive approaches to treatment of NBTE.
The underlying cause should be treated if possible.3,4 The thromboembolism should
be managed with anticoagulation, with heparin appearing to be the best agent.1,3–5 The
role for cardiac surgery to remove the vegetations is uncertain.5,7

Conclusion
This case demonstrates that a negative TOE does not exclude the possibility of
clinically significant NBTE in the setting of malignancy. Indeed, physicians need a
high index of suspicion for the diagnosis of NBTE in any patient with a diagnosis of
malignancy who presents with evidence of systemic emboli.5

Thus, early intervention aimed at cure of the precipitant of NBTE and controlling the
coagulopathy with anticoagulation should be considered, even if a TOE is negative
when clinical suspicion for NBTE is high.
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‘Doing the right thing’ after an adverse event
Marie Bismark, Ron Paterson

Abstract
Each year, the New Zealand Health and Disability Commissioner receives over a
thousand letters of complaint from patients and their families, many of whom have
suffered an adverse event. Often, the focus of their hurt and anger is not the injury
itself, but the failure of a health professional to ‘do the right thing’ in the aftermath of
the event. And in most cases, ‘the right thing’ requires no more, and no less, than
living up to the ethical standards that we practise in everyday life: honesty,
compassion, saying sorry, and a willingness to learn. Acknowledging that an adverse
event has occurred can be hard, and facing up to an injured patient or bereaved family
can be even harder. But the alternative scenario of silence and abandonment is worse:
for patients, their families, and their health professionals.

Each year, the New Zealand Health and Disability Commissioner receives over a
thousand letters of complaint from aggrieved patients and their families.1 Many
complainants have suffered devastating losses—permanent disability or even the
death of a spouse or a child—as a result of an adverse event, which may or may not
have been preventable.

The spotlight of the Commissioner’s work is usually on the adverse events and the
healthcare systems that may have contributed to their occurrence. Yet, in their letters
of complaint, these patients also tell us a second story—the story of what happened
after the event. For many of these people, the focus of their hurt and anger is not the
injury itself, but the failure of their health professional to ‘do the right thing’ in the
aftermath of the event.2

The following case studies, drawn from the Commissioner’s files, suggest that in
responding to adverse events, we would do well to live by four simple sayings heard
in homes around the world:

• Honesty is the best policy,

• Say sorry if you hurt someone,

• We can all learn from our mistakes, and

• Treat other people the way you would like to be treated.

Honesty is the best policy
Following an adverse event, patients are entitled to an open, truthful, and timely
discussion of what went wrong and why.3,4 While many health professionals do offer
their patients an honest explanation, some patients are still left with unanswered
questions.

Mrs A underwent a total abdominal hysterectomy for postmenopausal bleeding. Mrs
A’s anatomy made the surgery unexpectedly difficult. She suffered significant blood
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loss during the surgery and required a blood transfusion. Postoperatively, Mrs A was
admitted to an intensive care unit in a critically ill state, and remained there for 27
days. For most of the time she was ventilated and in a drug-induced coma.

After leaving the intensive care unit, Mrs A was noted to have weakness,
numbness, and pain in her left leg, which had not been present prior to the
admission. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan was performed, but the
mechanism of injury remained unclear. Mrs A was in hospital for a total of 3
months. Her left-leg weakness remains a problem and she requires a walking
frame.

Mrs A could not understand how an apparently straightforward operation
could have gone so wrong, but her efforts to obtain an explanation were
unsuccessful. She commented:
My surgeon made a fleeting visit after I was discharged from the intensive care unit and that
was the last I saw of him…What happened and who is responsible? I feel a mistake is being
covered up.

It is not just patients who need an explanation; families crave information and
understanding too, particularly after a sudden death.5

After 80-year-old Mr B died in hospital, his distraught widow wrote:
I still do not know what happened to my husband. The hospital is not giving me detailed
facts…nobody is letting me know what happened.

Due to the nature and complexity of healthcare, adverse events are sometimes
unavoidable. However, in the absence of an explanation, patients and relatives may
interpret silence and evasiveness as evidence of wrongdoing.

Following a motor accident, Mr C was left with brain damage and quadriplegia. His
mother and sister devoted their lives to providing him with 24-hours-a-day care.
During a brief stay in a respite facility, Mr C suffered a fracture of his left leg. His
mother and sister could not understand how an immobile patient could break his leg,
and the respite facility and hospital gave them ‘no explanation’. They concluded that
Mr C’s caregivers must have mistreated him.

Mr C’s family had never been told that his bed-bound condition put him at
significant risk of a spontaneous fracture.

When things go wrong, patients and their families want to know what happened and
why,6,7 and we have a responsibility to tell them in an honest and compassionate way.
In the immediate aftermath of an adverse event, healthcare professionals may be
searching for answers too, and in these circumstances it is appropriate to acknowledge
the limits of what is known, and to make a commitment to sharing further information
as it becomes available.

When patients and their families are dealt with decently and with honesty and reason,
they usually respond in kind.8 Support for this notion of an ‘honesty dividend’ can be
found in the experience of many United States healthcare providers who report a
reduction in litigation following the implementation of open disclosure policies.9–11

The power of an apology
Following an adverse event, a heartfelt expression of regret or sincere apology (which
need not involve any expression of fault) can bring comfort to the patient, forgiveness
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to the healthcare provider, and restore trust to their relationship. Apologies have a
potential for healing that is matched only by the difficulty some people seem to have
in offering them.12

Mrs D, a frail 79-year-old, developed a urinary tract infection. Her general
practitioner made a telephone order for antibiotics, which were delivered to the rest
home by the local pharmacy. That evening, a rest home caregiver placed the
antibiotics in the drug cupboard, and asked the night shift caregiver to notify the
charge nurse in the morning. This was not done, and the charge nurse remained
unaware that the antibiotics had been prescribed or delivered. Mrs D was not given
the antibiotics and she deteriorated over the next 5 days before the error was picked
up. She was admitted to hospital in septic shock and died 2 days later.

Mrs D’s daughter was upset and hurt by the rest home’s response to her mother’s
death. She wrote to the Commissioner saying:

The rest home played down the whole event and obviously haven't taken it up as their
responsibility. I haven't even had an apology, phone call, or any contact since mum died.

In some situations, the issue of an apology may be critical in the decision whether to
lay a formal complaint. We are aware of matters that were resolved by expressions of
regret and contrition, as well as matters that were not resolved owing to someone’s
stubborn refusal to apologise when they should have.13

One mother of a baby who required surgery after delayed diagnosis of an imperforate
anus wrote to the Commissioner: ‘Had the doctor apologised as soon as he found out
about the problem, or had he enquired after baby’s health, I would not be making this
complaint now.’ Anecdotal observations in this area14 are increasingly supported by a
growing body of research literature on the power of apology.15

We can all learn from mistakes
Around a third of adverse events are likely to be preventable,16 and patients have a
legitimate expectation that the healthcare system will learn from such events, using
them as portals for discovery. This focus on improving systems of care to ‘make sure
it doesn’t happen to someone else’ is particularly apparent in cases where a young
person has died.

A young mother, Mrs F, developed puerperal sepsis after childbirth. Her condition
was not recognised for some hours and she died in hospital, leaving her husband to
care for their young children. Her parents wrote: ‘We believed our daughter would be
well cared for by the hospital and doctors. We were wrong. In all of our dealings over
her death, our main concern is to ensure that the lessons that could be learnt from our
tragic loss were learnt.’

Many patients tell us that if their experience leads to some change for the better, then
they will feel that their loss or suffering has not been in vain.

Mrs E underwent breast reconstruction surgery after a mastectomy for breast cancer.
Three days after the surgery, Mrs E became concerned about swelling in her wound.
An on-call surgeon examined her, but did not speak to her surgeon or read the
operation note. Mistaking the breast prosthesis for a fluid collection, he tried to
aspirate it. The prosthesis punctured, and Mrs E had to undergo further reconstructive
surgery.
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Mrs E wrote:
I was very pleased with the care of the nursing staff and would not wish any adverse effects
towards the surgeon involved, but am writing to you in the hope that systems could be put in
place so a similar situation does not occur again…I think the surgeons are overworked to the
point of making mistakes [and] I also see the need for all staff to read patient notes before
treatment. I do hope those involved have been able to learn from this small mistake and thus
prevent a mistake which could result in loss of life.

The true mistakes are the ones from which we learn nothing, and injured patients can
be powerful allies in health professionals’ efforts to create a safer system.

Do unto others as you would have them do unto you
And finally, we would do well to remember the golden rule we all learnt as children:
treat other people the way you would like them to treat you. When we are injured, we
hope to be treated with kindness and compassion, not abandoned or ignored. In many
cases, the difference between forgiveness and anger may be as simple as a phone call.

Mrs G was admitted to hospital following a fall in her rest home and died the
same day. Her daughter commented:
It is perhaps a commentary on the situation that the only correspondence we have received
from the rest home is the ambulance account.

An insensitive response to an adverse event can add insult to injury. Patients are left
feeling hurt and confused when a health professional with whom they have had a
longstanding relationship cuts them off cold after an adverse event.

Mrs H saw her general practitioner several times over a 7-month period
complaining of breast discomfort. She was eventually diagnosed with
metastatic breast cancer. Her daughter expressed her concern about the way
Mrs H’s doctor responded to the diagnosis:
Living in a small community, the doctor is well aware of what has happened to my mother yet
not once has he so much as telephoned to see how things are with her. She has heard not a
word from the doctor, not even a nod on the street.

As Don Berwick writes: ‘Those of us who work in health care need to get much better
at seeing images of ourselves in the people we help.’17

Conclusions
Growing up, we all learn to ‘do the right thing’ when things go wrong, and wise
health professionals and managers appreciate that understanding, healing, and
forgiveness are possible following even the most tragic of events.18 A quality of
compassion should be found in every health professional and, if it is, it will be healing
for the carer and the patient.

Acknowledging that an adverse event has occurred can be hard, and facing up to an
injured patient or bereaved family can be even harder. But the alternative scenario of
silence and abandonment is worse, for patients, their families, and their healthcare
providers.19

Note: The views presented here are those of the authors.
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Where to now with programmes for overseas-trained
doctors?
Susan Hawken

Abstract
Between 2001 and 2004, New Zealand offered re-training programmes to overseas-
trained doctors (OTDs). (The Auckland programme, and what participants thought of
it, is described in the same issue of the New Zealand Medical Journal.1) These
courses have now been discontinued, and the question is, what, if anything should
take their place?

OTDs come from a wide variety of countries (Albania, Australia, Bangladesh, China,
Croatia, Egypt, England, India, Iraq, Philippines, Russia, Scotland, Serbia and
Montenegro, Singapore, South Africa, and Sri Lanka). The reason the programmes
were initiated was because between 1991 and 1995 many immigrant doctors were
given inaccurate information about the requirements for registration in New Zealand.
The Government sought to rectify this situation by funding a Bridging Programme
specifically designed to help OTDs re-train, sit and pass the New Zealand
Registration Examinations (NZREX) and register to practice.

Staff who became actively involved in the training courses on a day-to-day basis also
learned more about the problems faced by OTDs in adapting to a new culture. To
enable them to practice in the manner that New Zealanders have come to expect, there
needs to be opportunity for integration, orientation, and re-training. The main issues
are adequacy of basic training, clinical competence, English proficiency, length of
experience in practice in their country of origin, the overall stressfulness of their
current circumstances, their ability to learn from experience (reflective practice), and
the extent to which they are able to be insightful about their behaviour.

Proficiency in English
Before commencing retraining, it is important to clarify OTDs’ language needs.
English is usually their second language and proficiency varies. Indeed, lack of
proficiency, including accents and idiom,2 can affect both potential to learn and later
effectiveness in clinical communication.

One UK study reported that half of the doctors referred for problems in
communication were non-native speakers.3 A global rating of unsatisfactory spoken
fluency was found to be associated with poorer performance in medical
communication skills under examination conditions.4 In another study,5 interpersonal
skills and English proficiency were assessed together. Analysis of ratings by
simulated patients revealed that spoken English ratings were highly correlated
(r=0.63) with interpersonal ratings.

The reliability and validity of actors’ evaluations of the spoken English proficiencies
of OTDs has been shown to be related to scores from standardised language tests.5

Another study6 found that simulated patients may be better placed than physician
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examiners to provide valid assessment of OTDs English proficiency. This idea was
successfully implemented in the Auckland programme. The actors (as simulated
patients) were comfortable with indicating (on a scale) how easy it was to understand
the OTD’s English within the consultation.

Doctors need a high degree of proficiency in the language being used by their
patients, as local colloquial terms and cultural nuances are used frequently in
conveying meaning in the consultation.7 It is important, therefore, to assess OTDs’
proficiency and to provide language training where necessary. Indeed, proficiency in
the language is essential to maximising the effectiveness of clinical communication
and preventing poor outcomes and complaints.

Minimising failure
To maximise the potential gain from retraining courses, there should be careful
selection of participants. Combining an intensive bridging course with the challenge
of learning a whole new way of consulting with patients can mean that OTDs are
overwhelmed by the demands of the course, especially considering the other possible
stressors in their lives such as health concerns, financial strain, family commitments,
and adaptation to a new culture.

There have been few reported studies on the issue of adjusting curricula to facilitate
OTDs’ adaptation to new situations.8 Yet, since studies (in other settings) have shown
that stress, depression and financial strain can affect motivation, it is not surprising
that one study found that OTDs showed a deterioration in mental health as evidenced
by their scores on the General Health Questionnaire.9 Attention also needs to be paid
to personal loss and life-cycle considerations for the OTD.8

Researchers in Australia have reported that long-term unemployment and culture
shock have adverse effects on OTDs’ mental and physical health, leading to poor
general well-being and psychosomatic symptoms; and that OTDs also experienced
alienation and anger when attempting to enter the Australian workforce.10

An OTD’s potential to learn and adapt to a changing clinical environment may be
influenced by previous learning, and the length and depth of experience in practice in
their country of origin. As the overseas-trained doctor is relearning a different style of
medicine (e.g. being more patient-centred), a significant identity change may be
required. Changes in those who have been in clinical practice for some time, it is
postulated, are rare since little ‘learning-to-learn’ takes place after formal medical
training is complete.11 It follows that for the older overseas-trained doctor it will be
hard to change what he/she has learnt, especially since formal medical training was
more likely to have been traditional didactic teaching, with less emphasis on self-
directed learning, problem-solving, or self-reflection. This can be a barrier to the
older, more experienced OTDs learning and changing their professional behaviour.

When the profession investigates a report of poor practice, it is not uncommon to find
that the doctor is professionally isolated and appears to be unaware of his or her poor
performance.12,13 Reflectiveness is therefore seen as a key skill for health
professionals working in clinical practice. It is critical that doctors have the skills to
recognise their own strengths and weaknesses; they also need to be committed to self-
directed learning in order to maintain competence. A range of factors may trigger or
contribute to insight, including observing others consulting, undertaking case review,
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the degree of internal or external motivation, and the visibility of professional practice
norms.14

Being a reflective practitioner also infers having the capacity to change. This requires
not only accurate insight, but also motivation to improve. There is no doubt that
OTDs are highly motivated as they have emigrated in the hope of a better life and
have undertaken the Bridging Programme to prepare for NZREX. Yet when it came to
supporting the usefulness of belonging to a peer group, some participants were
unconvinced.1 This could be because it was still a new concept and they could not yet
see its value, or that it was uncomfortable and challenging for them, or that this
component was inadequate for their needs.

Some participants stated that they were more comfortable and confident working
alone. In our experience, a small minority of participants lacked insight into their
performance and hence were unable to take advantage of the intensive tuition in
Professional Development provided by the Bridging Programme. As a result, they
could not meet the standards required to pass.

Training modules
An important recommendation, arising from our experience in teaching OTDs, is that
we design a system of re-training that takes into account the vastly different
backgrounds and training requirements of immigrant doctors.

Specifically, a system of modules could be developed that meets individual OTDs’
needs. For example, almost all OTDs would require a module on Maori and Pacific
health, and another on the ethical and legal environment in New Zealand. Many
would need modules on the patient-centred style of consultation; some may need
updates in particular specialty areas (e.g. paediatrics or obstetrics & gynaecology);
while some may need only an orientation programme informing them about the
New Zealand health system.

A module-based programme would need additional work in the planning stage,
especially in designing the more specialised modules. It might also be a little more
complex to administer; but it might be well worth it in the long run.

The way ahead
It is clear, both from our own experience and from current research, that there needs
to be a fuller assessment of OTDs’ learning needs15 before they enter a re-training
programme. For example, there needs to be a measure of English proficiency, set at a
standard higher than it is currently, and appropriate to the medical setting.

There is also a need to recruit the most appropriate candidates. It might be advisable
to develop special tools to screen for those doctors best able to make the changes in
behaviour required to practice in New Zealand. To this end, the Medical Council of
New Zealand might consider developing a diagnostic interview, covering all aspects
of the requirements for registration and practice in New Zealand. This would be a
challenge. In addition to the established measures of clinical competence, it would be
advantageous to have specific tools for measuring motivation, mood, learning
behaviours and awareness of what others think.14 We should also try to include a
measure of capacity to change.
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When candidates’ needs have been carefully assessed, they could then be allocated to
one or more of a series of specially designed modules, according to each individual’s
skills and capabilities.16 This would provide the framework for completion of the
requirements for sitting NZREX and, if successful, registration to practice in
New Zealand.

The wealth of both professional and personal experience that OTDs bring to New
Zealand needs to be recognised and valued. They all have their own special
contributions to make. We need to create a system that ensures their needs for re-
education, continuing training, and permanent employment are enhanced. If New
Zealand is to look after its multicultural population adequately, it will be to
everyone’s advantage to have well-trained doctors from a variety of different cultural
backgrounds.
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Sole supply of influenza vaccine: economic common sense or
a disaster waiting to happen?
Tim Blackmore

Abstract
The interruption to the New Zealand influenza vaccine supply in 2005 (caused by a
manufacturing error) greatly disrupted the annual influenza vaccination programme.
The sole-tendering process used by PHARMAC was blamed by some for the crisis,
which may have been alleviated by having more than one supplier. In this article, the
author discusses the issues resulting from having limited options of vaccine supply.
Supply problems are not limited to influenza vaccine but the tight timelines required
for vaccine delivery may make it wise to secure two suppliers in future. Like all
health insurance, the cost of supply redundancy will be appreciable.

Vaccine: Influenza vaccine.

Indication: Prevention of influenza.

Recommended dose &
duration:

Single intramuscular (IM) dose for immunocompetent
adults, and two doses (1 month apart) for children or the
immunocompromised.

Clinical efficacy: 70–90% protective efficacy in healthy adults for matched
strains.1

Background: Disease due to influenza virus covers a spectrum from
mild to extremely severe. Whilst influenza classically is
associated with sudden onset of fever, myalgia, and
cough, it also can be indistinguishable from the common
cold.2 Influenza is an important cause of morbidity and
mortality, and is often under-recognised.3

The greatest rates of influenza occur during the winter
months from May to October, with a peak period lasting
around 10 weeks.4 Influenza is a highly infectious disease
and spreads rapidly through long-term care facilities,
hospitals, and schools. The greatest mortality from
influenza is generally reported to occur in the elderly and
those with pre-existing morbidity, and so influenza
vaccine is recommended and funded by the Government
for those groups.1
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Influenza vaccine contains three strains of killed whole
virus: two A strains and one B. Each year, the World
Health Organization (WHO) and regional experts meet
with vaccine-producing companies to select which viral
strains will be included for the Southern Hemisphere
winter. The variation in vaccine make-up each year
makes for tight manufacturing and delivery timelines.

Government policy: The Ministry of Health (MOH) actively recommends
influenza vaccine, and provides it free of charge to all
patients over the age of 65 and to most groups under the
age of 65 who also have pre-existing chronic medical
conditions.

Current
situation:

New Zealand: There is currently an over-supply of influenza vaccine,
because extra doses were imported from a number of
vaccine suppliers. This situation arose because the
Vaxigrip influenza vaccine supplied by Sanofi-Pasteur
was found by Australian regulators to have only 10µg
of A/Wellington (H3N2) rather than the 15µg required
in the licensing specification.

Alternative supplies of full-dose vaccine were located
from other suppliers until the immunogenicity and
efficacy of the lower-dose vaccine was established.
Ultimately, the lower-dose vaccine was found to be
immunogenic in immunocompetent adults, and was
released into the market.5

Economic analysis: New Zealand (NZ) is only a small market, and
although over 700,000 doses of influenza vaccine are
ordered each year, using more than one supplier will
(in all probability) increase the cost per dose. Splitting
the tenders may also result in vaccine manufacturers
providing less support or commitment to the NZ
market.

It has been argued that sole supply in the vaccine
market is not necessarily a bad thing for a variety of
economic arguments. In particular, there may be
economic advantages to arranging redundancy of
supply and contingency planning from one
manufacturer rather than contracting two or more
suppliers.6

Moreover, it would be necessary to over order to
ensure that sufficient number of doses are available to
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those at greatest need if one supplier could not deliver
on time. Even with two suppliers there would still be
problems with prioritising who would receive the
vaccine in the event of one vaccine delivery failure.

Other issues: It was asserted in the media, and elsewhere, that
PHARMAC precipitated the crisis by contracting only
a single supplier through its tender process.7 Was this
wise financial management or exposing the NZ
population to avoidable risk?

Firstly, it is important to realise that there are only a
limited number of vaccine manufacturers, and some
vaccines, such as the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine,
are made by only one company.

Secondly, vaccines have a short shelf life, and require
special storage and transport facilities. It is therefore
not surprising that there have been numerous examples
from around the world of supply disruption, including
MMR and varicella vaccines from Merck, influenza
vaccine from Chiron, and DTaP from Sanofi-Pasteur.
A problem with even one batch can affect vaccine
supply in several countries.

New Zealand has had a single influenza vaccine
supplier for the past few years. The fact that
PHARMAC took over the process this year, and this
was associated with quality problems was an
unfortunate coincidence.

Comment: The real question now is whether influenza and other
vaccination programmes should rely on one supplier to
the NZ market. The experience from this year would
suggest that extra cost to the Government of securing
redundancy of supply may be worthwhile. To be
useful, there would need to be sufficient doses to cover
all high-risk individuals twice.

It is almost inevitable that vaccine supplies will be
disrupted again in the future, but whether one major
incident is sufficient to trigger a very expensive
insurance policy is the stuff of health politics rather
than simplistic answers. As an arm of Government,
PHARMAC may have to find a compromise between
finding the lowest cost per vaccine delivered and
providing contingency planning against future supply
disruptions.
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Human instincts, normal and pathological: the maternal
instinct
This extract comes from a speech read at the Annual Meeting in Auckland by
Herbert Barraclough, M.B., Auckland, and published in the New Zealand Medical
Journal 1905, Volume 4 (16), p204–205.

The great primeval instinct—the desire for and the love of offspring—is present in
every normal woman, whether married or single, whether young or old. It is apparent
in the fondness of a girl child for her doll, and in the way in which she will treat it as
if it were a baby of her own, and will speak to it and caress it as if it were a living
thing. It is present to no less a degree in old maids, to whom love has never come, or
perhaps has resulted in a tragedy, with no prospect of children of their own. They
lavish all their affections upon those of others.

It has often appeared to me one of the saddest things in life that women, with so much
that is noble in their natures, with the innate capacity within them to become the best
of mothers, should still be deprived of that which would have made their lives
complete. And still I have often sadly wondered if this desire for maternity has not
latterly fallen upon evil days. We are confronted with a declining birth-rate in almost
every civilised country in the world. It is only savages, uncorrupted by civilisation,
who increase without stint. To my mind this has become a very serious question.

There is undoubtedly an increasing number of women who shirk the cares of
motherhood. I am not speaking of women who deliberately remain single, though in
them too the maternal instinct is starved and stunted, but I refer more especially to
married women, who, for society reasons, or to shirk the domestic cares which the
birth of children would bring upon them, deliberately use means to prevent
conception. Apart from the disgusting nature of the practice, it seems to me to be in
the highest degree immoral. To stunt and deaden the divinest emotion of the soul is
worse than suicide—it means the destruction for one’s higher nature.
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Metal bezoar
Rafet Kaplan, Fatih Celebi, Deniz Güzey, Aysun Simsek Celik, Fazilet Erözgen,
Necattin Firat

A 36-year-old male with schizophrenia was admitted into the general surgery ward of
our hospital with vague abdominal pain lasting 4 weeks. The pain was not associated
with any vomiting, fever, or weight loss. An abdominal X-ray suggested a gastric
bezoar. A laparotomy was performed.

There were several metal objects (including nails, necklaces, and coins) in the
stomach (Figure 1), and a giant gastric ulcer was detected on the anterior wall.

The patient made an uneventful recovery and was discharged home on postoperative
day 10.

Figure 1. Metal objects were removed from the stomach
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Discussion
Bezoar is a term used to describe a mass of foreign material found in the stomach and
occasionally in the intestine;1 the most common bezoars consist of plant material
(phytobezoars).2 Bezoars generally occur in emotionally disturbed, depressed, or
mentally retarded patients. Therefore, psychiatric evaluation and therapy are needed
to prevent a recurrence.1

Clinical manifestations depend on the location of the bezoars,3 and the symptoms
associated with bezoars are often vague and nonspecific (e.g. epigastric pain,
epigastric discomfort, dyspepsia, nausea, occasional vomiting, early satiety,
postprandial fullness, and weight loss).2

Major complications of bezoars include gastric ulcers and gastrointestinal
obstructions. Gastric ulcerations occur in approximately 10% of cases. Mechanical
irritation of the gastric mucosa and obstruction of the pyloric ring by the bezoar can
lead to increased acid secretion, gastric ulceration, and gastric perforation.1

A variety of methods are used to treated gastric bezoars including dietary therapy,
enzymatic agents, endoscopic techniques, and surgical procedures.2 While small
gastric bezoars may be removed endoscopically, large bezoars are traditionally
removed via a laparotomy as in this case.
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Direct-to-consumer advertising
Direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) of prescription drugs is a cause of much
debate in NZ and the USA—the only two countries permitting this practice. Findings
from the literature show that DTCA drives sales of newer, more expensive products
for symptomatic relief of chronic conditions or conditions with huge market potential;
indeed, just 20 prescription drugs account for about 60% of the total industry
spending on DTCA in the US. It comes as no surprise that physicians have identified
erectile dysfunction, arthritis, and allergies as the 3 most common conditions for
which DTCA prompted care. Surely this would also be the case in NZ. Last year
(12.3.04) we noted in this column that “New Zealand will join Australia in banning
direct consumer advertising of prescription drugs. And a joint scheme to regulate all
therapeutic products in both countries, including complementary medicines and over
the counter items, will come into force in July 2005. Announcing the move, New
Zealand’s health minister Annette King noted that at present food is more strictly
regulated than alternative therapies”. But it hasn’t happened. Why?

JAMA 2005;293:2030–3

Pharmaceutical industry and research integrity
We have recently (15.7.05) featured Richard Smith’s views on this topic. Now we
mention the views of the Director of the Nordic Cochrane Centre. He (Peter C
Gotzsche) commends the initiatives to register all trials at their inception, and ensure
public access to trial protocols and all data generated by a trial. He is also in favour of
the decision of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, who have
agreed that after 1 July 2005 its member journals as a condition of considering a trial
for publication, will require that it be registered in a public trials registry before
patients enter the trial. But he has even stronger views and says, “It would be even
better, of course, if testing drugs in patients was a public enterprise (whether or not
financed by industry) with blinding during data analysis and writing of manuscripts,
till everyone involved had approved them. This would ensure that commercial
influences on trial design, analysis, manuscript preparation and publication would no
longer distort our views of the value of drugs and other treatments.”

Med J Aust 2005;182:549

Aspirin and gender
There is very good evidence that aspirin is effective in the treatment of acute
myocardial infarction and in the secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease
among both men and women, but its use in primary prevention remains controversial.
This issue has been addressed in a recent trial in which researchers randomised 39,876
healthy women over 45 years to receive 100mg of aspirin every other day, or placebo,
and monitored them for 10 years. Two surprising results occurred. First, aspirin had
no significant effect on the risk of fatal or non-fatal heart attacks or death from
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cardiovascular causes. And secondly, there was a 17% reduction in the risk of stroke
in the aspirin group, compared with the placebo group. These results are the opposite
to those reported in primary prevention trials of aspirin in males. Speculation as to
why involves oestrogen presence or not. Also women have smaller coronary arteries
and the pharmacodynamics do differ: concentrations of salicylate are higher in
women than in men after identical doses of aspirin, and platelets from women and
men who have ingested aspirin show different responses when tested in vitro.

N Engl J Med 2005;352:1293–304 and 1366–8

Some mysteries of the X chromosome revealed
Two recent papers in Nature have thrown light on the mystery of the human sex
chromosomes. In the first, an international team of more than 200 scientists have
published the results of the sequencing of 99% of human X chromosome - they found
1,098 genes in the sequence. Furthermore, their analysis illustrates the autosomal
origin of the mammalian sex chromosomes, the stepwise process that led to the
progressive loss of recombination between X and Y, and the extent of subsequent
degradation of the Y chromosome. The other paper ponders X inactivation. Till now
the common belief has been that one copy of the pair of X chromosomes that each
female mammal possesses is randomly inactivated to ensure that only one copy of
each gene is expressed. Apparently 15% of genes on the X chromosome always
escape inactivation. And an additional 10% sometimes escape inactivation, with the
number of escaping genes varying from one woman to another. The second paper has
two authors—one XX and one XY.

Nature 2005;434:325–37 and 2005;434:400–4

Some good news about breast cancer
Early breast cancer (ie primary cancer ± loco-regional node involvement) is prone to
relapse. Adjuvant chemotherapy and/or anti-hormone therapy is commonly used after
primary surgery to impede disease progression. How effective is it? A recently
performed meta-analysis by the Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group
(EBCTCG) is now in print. Data from 145,000 women with breast cancer at an early
stage, who were randomised in 194 trials of adjuvant systemic therapy (chemotherapy
and/or hormonal therapy) has been analysed and it demonstrates impressive results.
After surgery, six months of adjuvant anthracycline-based regimen reduced the annual
mortality rate from the disease by 38% in women less than 50 years of age, and by
20% in women aged 50-69 years. And in those women with oestrogen-receptor-
positive disease, five years of adjuvant tamoxifen reduced the annual death rate by
31%, regardless of age. And maybe the use of taxanes in the chemotherapy and the
newer aromatase inhibitors may prove to be even better.

Lancet 2005;365:1665–6 and 1687–1717
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PHARMAC’s response to Tim Blackmore on the sole supply
of influenza vaccine
We think that Dr Tim Blackmore has accurately described the issues around the
interruption to New Zealand’s influenza vaccine supply earlier this year
(http://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/118-1219/1596/).

As Dr Blackmore states, New Zealand has had a single supplier for subsidised
influenza vaccine for the past 8 years. PHARMAC has now undertaken a formal
review of influenza vaccine purchasing, in the wake of this year’s experience*. As a
result of this review, New Zealand will have more than one supplier for subsidised
influenza vaccine from 2006 onwards.

We are confident that Sanofi Pasteur, the world’s largest manufacturer of influenza
vaccines, is a reliable supplier. However, due to the complexities of vaccine
manufacture, we now agree that it is wise to have at least one other supplier. For this
reason, we will have at least two companies supplying subsidised influenza vaccines
in New Zealand, as was intended in Australia this year. Sanofi Pasteur will be one of
those suppliers, with others yet to be confirmed.

Despite the confusion and delays, our monitoring to date indicates that the uptake of
subsidised influenza vaccine has been higher than last year. We understand that there
was a similar increase in the uptake of influenza vaccine in the United States (of up to
15% in some patient groups) following similar supply issues there with consequent
adverse publicity. Increased uptake of course does not justify the very real public
anxiety around the vaccine supply this year.

With New Zealand’s small market, a dual or multiple supply arrangement will
inevitably result in higher prices being paid for the vaccines. While multiple supply
reduces the risk of having no vaccine, it does not remove that risk; Dr Blackmore
correctly indicates that prioritisation of any available vaccine would still be required
should one supplier fail to deliver their vaccine.

Sole supply itself is not inherently flawed. Influenza vaccines are complex substances
to manufacture, and time constraints mean that if there are problems with a particular
brand then this is difficult to redress in time for the winter influenza season. This does
not occur for most pharmaceutical agents, and it is worth remembering that all on-
patent medicines are essentially sole supply. PHARMAC considers that tendering for
off-patent medicines is an effective way to secure the supply of pharmaceutical agents
and to achieve lower prices for generic medicines.
Conflict of interest: All authors declare no conflicts.
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Footnote:
*The review examined PHARMAC’s purchasing strategy regarding flu vaccine, including the
use of a sole-supply contract. PHARMAC staff held discussions with Australian officials to
examine the Australian system for purchasing the subsidised influenza vaccine. Discussions
have been held with the suppliers of influenza vaccine, and consultation has taken place with
interested parties including immunisation groups and the College of GPs.
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PHARMAC responds to Richard Milne on discounting
health benefits and costs
Associate Professor Richard Milne's recent viewpoint article
(http://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/118-1214/1443/)1 on the use of discount rates gives
a good summary of the situation in New Zealand of what is an important if technical
issue.

PHARMAC has consulted in the past with the public on what discount rate to use; in
June 1998 it consulted with a range of suppliers and clinician groups about how to
account for both costs and benefits when reviewing drug subsidies, which included
which discount rate to use (after which PHARMAC decided on 10% ). PHARMAC
continues to review the discount rate it uses each year, and will be consulting widely
again within the next twelve months.

PHARMAC has historically used a discount rate loosely tied to that used by the New
Zealand health sector for evaluating capital investments—referred to as the capital
charge.2 As of 1 July this year, the capital charge in the health sector was reduced to
8% . PHARMAC has, likewise, adjusted its discount rate from the previous 10.0%3

down to 8.0%. While many may view this as a move in the right direction, others may
see it as neither enough nor for the right reasons.

So, what are the issues? Richard Milne compares New Zealand’s discount rate with
that of other health sectors internationally—which seem to use rates closer to 5%
rather than 10% . However, the results of this comparison depend on which sectors
you compare. An alternative, and arguably more appropriate approach, is to compare
PHARMAC’s rate with other public sector bodies within New Zealand, which gives a
different picture.

In New Zealand we understand there are currently two public sector agencies that rely
heavily on cost benefit analysis to guide their decision making (others tend to use it
on an ad hoc basis). These agencies are PHARMAC and Land Transport New
Zealand (the amalgamation of Transfund and the Land Transport Safety Authority
(LTSA) in late 2004). Both agencies use discount rates nearer 10% (rather than 3 or
5% ); Land Transport NZ uses 10.0%,4 as originally required by the NZ Treasury for
public sector infrastructure investment and following a review in 1998.5

Being consistent with health sectors internationally means potentially being
inconsistent with other government sector bodies in New Zealand. We think it
reasonable to analyse all public sector investments in health and safety (Vote Health,
ACC, Land Transport NZ road safety, OSH, etc) using a similar rate, and do not see
why investments in pharmaceuticals should be considered a special case.

Good synopses around other issues can be found in the report of the Washington
Panel (the ‘Gold report’)6,7 and a NZ Treasury working paper,8 both cited by Richard
Milne. They separately argue for the riskless cost-of-capital to government as a proxy
for social preference rates, which is currently 4 to 6% in the New Zealand context.
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The 3% rate suggested for both the United States and in turn the World Health
Organisation arose from the ‘Gold report’, which argued for the riskless cost of
capital proxy—which for the previous decade for the US economy happened to
average 3% . New Zealand’s economy now is very different from that of United
Kingdom and the US in past years; it makes little sense for New Zealand to blindly
use the rates used by the UK and the US.

Further, basing the discount rate used on the riskless cost of capital suggests that the
opportunity cost of capital provides a reasonable proxy for societal time preferences.
This may not be true. In addition, the appropriate rate may not be found through
analysis of rates actually used (implicitly) but rather by surveying what rates society
wishes be used. There are many examples of health related behaviour suggesting that
New Zealanders actually have a very high preference for health now at the expense of
health in the future. But we acknowledge that when investing for the future there may
be good justification for using lower rates—but where discrimination is inevitable
regardless of the rate set.9

In reality, cost effectiveness, which relies on discounting, is but one of PHARMAC’s
eight formal decision criteria;10 total costs, need, and other factors are also
important.11 As Richard Milne indicates, there is no Treasury requirement for
PHARMAC or indeed the rest of the health sector or any other sector to use any
particular discount rate.12 We agree with him that it is time to reconsider discounting,
and his implied calls for a sector-wide approach to rate setting.

More fundamentally however, we call for greater use of cost effectiveness analyses to
help inform funding decisions within the New Zealand health sector, and indeed other
public sectors. We believe—as does Richard Milne—that all health sector decisions
need to better incorporate issues of relative capacity to benefit, opportunity cost and
relative value-for-money. Indeed, the systematic use of economic analysis as part of
decision-making in the health sector—which will include greater understanding and
use of discounting—should broaden the debate about discount rates.

It is up to the sector as a whole to decide on the discount rate.12 Richard Milne has
usefully signposted and added to this debate.
Conflict of interest: Scott Metcalfe is externally contracted to work with PHARMAC for public health
advice. Matthew Brougham, Peter Moodie and Rachel Grocott declare no conflicts.
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Vitamin D deficiency and muscle weakness in the elderly
Venning recently reviewed the important link between muscle weakness in the elderly
and underlying severe vitamin D deficiency.1 This relationship is not uncommon in
the free-living elderly within New Zealand.2

An 87-year-old Caucasian female patient, living and coping with difficulty on her
own at home, presented with 3 months’ leg weakness so that she was eventually
unable to walk. General and neurological examination was normal . Skeletal X-rays
were unremarkable. Serum calcium was normal: 2.31 mmol/L, 2.51 mmol/L
(corrected); serum 25-hydroxy vitamin D was very low ≤12.5 nmol/l (n > 50); and
serum 1,25 dihydroxy vitamin D was 29 pmol/L (n = 40–150). Serum parathyroid
hormone was normal:4.0 pmol/L (n < 6.2). She was treated with oral vitamin D2

(ergocalciferol) 800 iu/day ; and calcium 1.25 g/day

By the third week, she was able to walk. After 1 week, serum 25-hydroxy vitamin D
rose, but still reflected sub-clinical deficiency (20 nmol/L). After 3 weeks, serum 25-
hydroxy vitamin D (90 nmol/L) and 1,25 dihydroxy vitamin D (168 pmol/L) returned
to normal

Ergocalciferol is cheap and rapidly effective by mouth in the elderly, allowing muscle
strength to recover quickly with a commensurate rise of circulating active vitamin D
levels to normal in a 3-week time interval.

It is noteworthy that calcium was normal at presentation, when vitamin D deficiency
was severe .

Ronu R Ghose
Physician, Tokoroa Hospital
Tokoroa, South Waikato
(dastidar@actrix.co.nz)
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Researched Medicines Industry (RMI) Code of Practice
complaints 2004
The Researched Medicines Industry (RMI) received two complaints, and one appeal
was lodged under the Code of Practice during 2004 as follows:

AstraZeneca Limited versus Roche regarding an advertisement for Dilatrend in
the New Ethicals catalogue

The complaint from AstraZeneca related to the advertisement “Dilatrend is estimated
to extend life by 1.4 years compared to metoprolol” which appeared in the New
Ethicals Catalogue alleging breaches of Principle 4 of the Code relating to
comparisons. The Code of Practice Standing Committee (COPSC) upheld the
complaint.

The COPSC imposed the following penalties:

• That Roche desist from further use of this particular advertisement in any fashion
at all until Roche make the proper amendments, and

• That Roche issue a corrective letter to members of the medical profession.

Merck Sharp & Dohme (New Zealand) Limited versus AstraZeneca Limited
regarding a journal advertisement for Atacand

The complaint from Merck Sharp & Dohme (MSD) related to an advertisement by
AstraZeneca regarding the comparative advertising with respect to losartan (Cozaar)
and candesartan (Atacand). It is alleged that the advertisement was in breach of
Principle 4 sections 4.3.1, 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.6.1 of the Code. The COPSC upheld the
complaint in regard to Principle 4: 4.3.1, 4.4.1, 4.4.2. However, the allegation of a
breach under 4.6.1 was not upheld.

The COPSC imposed the following penalties:

• Immediate withdrawal of the particular advertisement,

• The sending of a corrective letter, and

• A fine of $20,000. The COPSC decision was appealed by AstraZeneca and the
Appeal Committee upheld the COPSC decision in its entirety and dismissed the
appeal.
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Recent Advances in Anaesthesia and Intensive Care
(Volume 23)
Edited by JN Cashman and RM Grounds. Published by Cambridge University Press,
2005. ISBN 1841101451. Contains 240 pages. Price AUD$99.00

This book is the latest volume in the series previously entitled Recent Advances in
Anaesthesia and Analgesia. The aim of the series is to enable Anaesthetists the
opportunity of keeping abreast of some of the latest developments in Anaesthesia and
its two subspecialties Pain Medicine and Intensive Care.

The opening Chapter investigates the genetic basis for the inter-individual variability
in drug response. It explores the pharmacogenomics of both phase I (codeine,
tramadol, warfarin, volatile anaesthetic agents) and phase II metabolism. It weighs up
the use of bioinformatics, microarrays, and studies of gene expression—and looks at
future advances in the biotech revolution. Through the eyes of molecular cloning and
cellular mechanisms of action, the next Chapter examines the opioid receptor and
opioid peptides. The role of receptor densensitisation in the development of tolerance
is discussed.

Chapter 3 briefly describes the normal mechanism of coagulation before dealing with
the essential features and management, of hereditary and acquired disorders of
coagulation. The cardio-protective effects of volatile anaesthetic agents
(preconditioning, ischaemic reperfusion injury) are observed in the next Chapter.
Chapter 5 deals with ways of reducing the morbidity and mortality of chronic heart
failure.

Recent studies of nesritide and levosimedan in the management of acute heart failure
are presented. What follows is an in-depth look at the management of blunt chest
trauma, using the latest imaging technology. The subsequent Chapter studies the
advances in functional haemodynamic monitoring, and outlines the utilisation of
functional measures in planning treatment approaches.

The next three Chapters all consider Intensive Care topics. An appraisal is given of
the new use of dotrecognin alfa, a recombinant form of activated protein C in severe
sepsis. The evidence in favour of selective decontamination of the digestive tract is
then provided, prompting a radical rethinking of the way antimicrobials are used. A
challenging Chapter assesses the remarkable reduction in mortality of ICU patients by
maintaining strict normoglycaemic control. Anaesthesia and postoperative analgesia
pose special problems for Anaesthetists in patients dependent on psychoactive
substances. The final Chapter probes the management of such patients.

The two editors have brought together an impressive team of international experts to
author each Chapter. Its cutting-edge concepts are readily explained. At AUD$99, it is
good value, and makes essential reading for all practising Anaesthetists.

Edward A Shipton
Academic Head and Chair, Department of Anaesthesia
Christchurch School of Medicine, University of Otago
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Top Tips in Anaesthesia
Edited by Tom Perris and Scott Brudney. Published by Cambridge University Press,
2005. ISBN 1841101710. Contains 80 pages. Price AUD$42.95

In recent years, advances in anaesthetic pharmacology, as well as in delivery and
monitoring technology, have continued to reduce the morbidity and mortality of
patients undergoing anaesthesia. Anaesthesia has become a relatively safe science.
Nevertheless, a good practising Anaesthetist needs more than science. The art of the
craft needs to be learnt as well. Various ‘pearls of wisdom’ are gleaned with
experience. It is these ‘pearls’ that this pocketsize booklet wishes to impart.

This booklet contains handy hints designed to maximise the efficiency of techniques
practised and to minimise any harm to patients. ‘Caveats’ or ‘how not to do it’ are
included as well. The Editors have collected these ‘pearls’ from colleagues around the
world. They are not meant to be evidence based.

The booklet is divided into five sections. The first section entitled ‘Airway
Management’ deals with intubation techniques (nasotracheal, fibreoptic, paediatric,
and difficult intubation) and poses suggestions for ‘microlayngoscopy’, ‘emergency
cricothyroidotomy’, and ‘single lung ventilation’. The next section considers the
‘Preoperative assessment and optimisation’ of patients for anaesthesia. Warning signs
(raised respiratory rate, metabolic acidosis, left bundle branch block) as well as tips
for handling the obese patient are presented.

The third section is undoubtedly the best section of the booklet. It provides some
practical directives for a variety of common procedures performed. Hints for the
insertion and use of different monitoring devices (central venous pressure, pulmonary
artery catheter, arterial line, transoesophageal echocardiograph) are incorporated. One
such example is in radial arterial line insertion, making use of a pulse oximeter to
assess the quality of the ulnar collateral circulation. Sensible suggestions are given for
neuraxial blockade (epidural, spinal); for regional anaesthetic techniques (interscalene
and axillary plexus blockade, femoral nerve block, Biers block); and for the smooth
insertion of the nasogastric tube. Highlights are the handy tactics supplied for
successful interscalene and axillary plexus blockade.

The penultimate section deals with ‘Crisis management and emergencies’.
Anaesthesia is an area in medicine where, in a crisis, the immediate correct decision-
making is of the utmost importance to avoid morbidity and mortality. Tips are
provided to cope with such events as anaphylaxis, unstable cardiac dysrhythmias,
obstetrical emergencies, and the challenge of major trauma. The final section contains
a miscellaneous selection of ideas. It includes advice on anaesthetising colleagues and
stresses the need to ‘stay humble’ or be humbled!

This pocket-sized booklet has condensed the different experiences of many
anaesthetists into its 80 pages. It remains superficial and limited. It is controversial in
a number of areas that require discernment. This needs to be refined. No doubt the
depth and breadth of ‘top tips’ will grow in future editions as more and more
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anaesthetists contribute their practical skills. The style, however, makes for a light and
humorous read.

This booklet is written for anaesthetic trainees and specialists, alike, who desire to
receive some ‘pearls of wisdom’ to enhance their clinical practice.

Edward A Shipton
Academic Head and Chair, Department of Anaesthesia
Christchurch School of Medicine, University of Otago
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A Unique Nursing Group: New Zealand Army Nurse
Anaesthetists of WW1
Richard E Rawstron. Published by Rawstron Publishing Company, 2005 (copies
available by writing to author at 19A Bideford Place, Dallington, Christchurch 8006).
ISBN 0476013399. Contains 70 pages. Price $24.75 plus postage.

This book records the history of army nurse anaesthetists and of anaesthetics. Dr
Rawstron’s research has led him through many avenues—personal diaries, stories and
obituaries, hospital and army archives, medical journals, and books from the 19th

century onwards. Biographies, service records, photographs, and charts add detail.

Army nurse anaesthetists of WW1 were better trained in giving anaesthetics than were
doctors of that time. For doctors, official lectures in anaesthetics did not begin until
1928. Despite these nurses being skilled in the giving of anaesthetics, they were not
given official status as nurse anaesthetist in any hospital post war. However one or
two nurses did give anaesthetics in smaller hospitals in New Zealand.

This is a valuable and timely history. Dr Rawstron’s work as an anaesthetist lends
credibility. This book is recommended for all who want to know more about the
evolution of this medical speciality.

Alice Silverson
Archivist and retired nurse
Medical History Trust
Christchurch


